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Pope announces:

Sulyk appointed metropolitan,
Lotocky is Chicago eparch
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Pope John
Paul H named Msgr. Stephen Sulyk,
pastor of the Assumption of the Blessed
virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Perth Amboy, N.J., the new A'rch–
bishop-Metropolitan for Ukrainian
Catholics in the United States. News of
the appointment was released on Thurs–
day, January 29.
Also announced was the appoint–
ment of the Rev. innocent Lotocky,
pastor of the immaculate Conception
Ukrainian. Catholic. Church in Ham–
tramck, Mich., as bishop of the Chicago
Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy.
The pope made both appointments
on the basis of recommendations sub–
mitted by the Synod of Bishops of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
in a statement released on the day the
appointments were announced, the
Patriarchal Chancery noted:
"We greet the appointment as a
blessing bestowed by God which will
help consolidate our Church in Ukraine
(Continued on page 9)

Statehouse

Msgr. Stephen Sulyk

ceremonies

Trenton
TRENTON, N.J. - Several hundred
Ukrainians from across the Garden
State gathered in the statehouse here on
January 22 to participate in a three-part
program commemorating the 63rd
anniversary of Ukrainian independence.
Flanked by several Ukrainian com–
munity leaders, Gov. Brendan Byrne
signed a proclamation declaring Janua–
ry 22 Ukrainian independence Day in
the Garden State.
Among the community leaders pre–
sent in the governor's chambers were
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Thousands cheer Metrinko
during his homecoming

JERSEY. C1TY, N.J. - Ex-hostage
Michael John Metrinko finally made it
home to Olyphant, Pa., on Wednesday,
January 28, and was accorded a trium–
phant welcome unlike any he could
have imagined.
The color of the day was yellow і as
the town's 6,000 people lined the streets
bearing yellow ribbons to wave to their
native son as he rode by with his family
in a Rolls-Royce. They were joined by
residents of many neighboring commu–
nities.
The giant homecoming parade ended
at the foot of Ss. Cyril and Methodius
Ukrainian Catholic Church, where the
34-year-old embassy political officer
was greeted by his pastor, Msgr., Ste–
phen Hrynuck.
inside, an ecumenical service was
held by priests, ministers and rabbis to
give thanks for Mr. Metrinko's return.
As a choir intoned "Silent Night,"
thus celebrating a belated. Christmas
with the young Metrinko, the.former
hostage extinguished a flame that had
been lit beside the icon of Our Lady of
Zhyvotvortsi by his parents Harry and

markUkramicm-Jndependence

UNA Supreme President John O. Flis,
Camille Huk Smorodsky, a member of
the Governor's Ethnic Advisory Coun–
cil, and Mykola Semanyshyn, head of
the New Jersey UCCA Coordinating
Council, who spoke briefly on the
importance of recognizing Soviet vic–
timization of Ukraine, particularly in
light of the Afghanistan invasion and
possible Soviet military intervention in
Poland.
State Sen. John Caufield, co-sponsor
of a Senate resolution commemorating
(Continued on page 13)

Gov. Brendan Byrne signs the Garden State's Ukrainian independence Day
proclamation in the presence of New Jersey Ukrainians.

25 cents

Albany
ALBANY, N.Y. - Several hundred
Ukrainians from throughout New York
state, including a busload from
Kerhonkson, attended the annual
Ukrainian independence Day ceremonies here at the State Capitol.
Following the lead of Gov. Hugh
Carey, who signed a proclamation on
January 13 declaring January 22 Uk–
rainian independence Day in the state,
both houses of the legislature unani–
mously adopted a resolution marking
the 63th anniversary of the independence
of the Ukrainian republic in 1918. The
Assembly adopted the resolution on
January 19, and the Senate the fol–
lowing afternoon. The invocation at the
Senate session was given by the' Rev.
Alexis Limonczenko, pastor of St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Orthodox Church
in Troy.
The ceremonial legislation was in–
troduced by Sen. Joseph Bruno and
was co-sponsored by a number of
lawmakers, including Assemblymen
Maurice Hincheyand Michael Hoblock
and state Sens. Charles Cook and
Majority Leader Warren Anderson.
During the Senate session on January
20, a commemorative program was held
in the "Well" of the executive build–
ing. The master of ceremonies was
Jacob Spiak, a Ukrainian American

Alice on the 100th day of his captivity.
"Forgotten hostage"
Mr. Metrinko, who for a time was
considered the "forgotten hostage,"
spent the first nine months of his ordeal
in solitary confinement.
in fact, until a Red Cross delegation
which visited the hostages on April 14,
1980, had confirmed that he was among
them, Mr. Metrinko was the only one
not known to have been seen by pre–
vious visitors. Newsweek recently re–
For more news about Michael
Metrinko see page 3.
ported that the'hostage had been so
isolated that U.S. officials had even
feared he -might be dead.
Mr. Metrinko's parents had received
only three pieces of mail from their son,
according to the Fraternal voice sup–
plement to Narodna Уоіуа, the newspaper of the Scranton-based Ukrainian
Fraternal Association.
(Continued on pife 14)

Day
working in the Department of Mental
Hygiene, who introduced the many
state officials gathered for the program.
After the singing of the American and
Ukrainian national anthems by the
women's choir of Ukrainian National
Women's League of America Branch 99
in Watervliet, under the direction of
Yaroslav Kushnir, the Rev. Bohdan
volosin, pastor of the Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ker–
honkson, gave the invocation. Mr.
Spiak then introduced ivan Durbak, a
veteran of the 1917-20 Ukrainian li–
beration struggle, who had turned 78
that day.
The keynote speaker was Walter
Litynsky, a Ukrainian-born biology
teacher at Troy High School, who
spoke on decolonization of the USSR
and the Ukrainian nation's ongoing
(Continued on page 13)
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a CSCE interim report on Madrid
Conference, conclusion
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Amnesty international designates Rudenko case "urgent"
LONDON - Amnesty international
has designated the case of 60-year-old
Mykola Rudenko, imprisoned chairman and founding member of the
Kiev-based Ukrainian Helsinki Group,
as one requiring "urgent action" in view
of the political prisoner's recent an–
nouncement of a hunger strike to the
death.
Mr. Rudenko began His hunger strike
on December 19, 1980, in protest
against the conditions of his imprison–
ment, including the fact that he is
forced to do corrective labor although
he has been classified as an invalid of the
second class, as well as to object to the
increasing harassment of his wife by
Soviet authorities.
Amnesty international has urged that
telegrams and letters be sent to Soviet
officials requesting that Mr. Rudenko's
medical record be examined to ensure
that immediate measures are taken to
improve the conditions of his impri–
sonment, and calling for his uncon–
ditional release as a prisoner of
conscience.
An АІ release noted that such appeals
should be sent to the director of the
corrective labor colony (SSSR, Mor–
dovskaia ASSR, Tengushevsky raion,
s. Barashevo, Uchr. ZhKh 38573-5,
Nachalniku) and to the USSR minister
of internal affairs (SSSR, 10 300 g.
Moskva, ul. Ogareva 6, MYD SSSR,

Army during the second World War,
after years of imprisonment the
authorities have now informed Mr.
Rudenko that he will no longer be
exempt from doing corrective labor.
Mr. Rudenko is also protesting
against the increasing harassment of
both himself and his wife in recent
months and the confiscation of the
poems which he has written while
imprisoned.
During his imprisonment, Mr. Ru–
denko's health is known to have con–
siderably deteriorated. His wife was
allowed to visit him at the end of
November 1980 and says that he was so
ill that he was unable to stand up. Mr.
Rudenko is serving his sentence in a
corrective labor colony in the Mordo–
vian complex.
АІ is generally concerned that pri–
soners of conscience in Soviet cor–
rective labor colonies receive inade–
quate nourishment and medical care, and
are required to do difficult, sometimes
dangerous, labor.
The length of Mr. Rudenko's sen–
tence, his state of health which was
already bad before his arrest, and the
fact that he still faces eight years'
imprisonment and internal exile, give
rise to serious concern for his physical
well-being, it would be possible for the
authorities to improve his conditions so
as to alleviate this concern.

Smoloskyp also called on the Uk–
rainian press to publicize the Rudenko
case and to urge its readers to come to
the defense of Mr. Rudenko; and urged
all organizations and individuals to take
part in Amnesty international's cam–
paign, to write letters and articles
about the Rudenko case to the local
press; and to appeal to legislators and
authors to speak out in defense of Mr.
Rudenko.

Mykola Rudenko
Ministru, N.A. Shchelokovu). Appeals
from persons in medical professionals
would be particularly helpful, АІ said,
the Smoloskyp Ukrainian informa–
tion Service, which disseminated the
Amnesty international appeal, has
suggested that appeals may also be sent to
Ukrainian Communist Party leader
volodymyr Shcherbytsky: SSSR,
URSR, m. Kiev, vul. Ordzhonikidze 11,
TsK KPU, v.v. Shcherbytskomu.

The information service asked that
copies of telegrams, letters and press
clippings be sent to Amnesty interna–
tional, 10 Southampton St., London,
WC2E 7HF, England; and to Smolos–
kyp, P.O. Box 561, Ellicott City, Md.
Following is the text of Amnesty
international's release on the Rudenko
case.
АІ has learned that Mykola Ruden–
ko, 60, a prisoner of conscience serving
a 12-year sentence, began a hunger strike
on December 19,1980, in protest against
the conditions of his imprisonment. Mr.
Rudenko, a well-known Ukrainian
writer and decorated war invalid, has
declared that he will continue his hunger
strike to the death unless his conditions
of imprisonment are improved.
The main grounds for his protest are
that, although he is officially designated
as disabled because of a serious spinal
wound received while serving in the Red
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Madrid review conference resumes
amid renewed U.S.-Soviet tensions
MADR1D - The Madrid Confer–
ence to review compliance with the 1975
Helsinki Accords resumed here on
January 27 after afive-weekrecess with
the Soviet delegation threatening to
scuttle the review process if the meeting
is not followed by a disarmament
conference, reported The New York
Times.
The threat came in the wake of
charges leveled at the Soviets by the
United States, which accused the Krem–
lim of fresh human-rights violations
launched during the five-week break.
Max Kampelman co-chairman of the
U.S. delegation, listed nine trials and
two dissident arrests in the Soviet
Union during the holiday break, adding
that detente "does not today exist as an

Mark anniversary J
of Sakharov exile
NEW YORK - On January 22, on the
occasion of the first anniversary of the
banishment of Nobel Peace Prize
laureate Dr. Andrei Sakharov to the
Soviet city of Gorky, the U.S. Helsinki
Watch Committee sent Dr. Sakharov
the following telegram:
"Our thoughts are with you on this
sad anniversary. We assure you of our
continued efforts toward your release
from internal exile so that you might
return to a normal and productive life in
the USSR."
A copy of the telegram was sent to
Max Kampelman, head of the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference to
review compliance with the 1975 Hel–
sinki Accords, which resumed on Ja–
nuary 27.
The telegram was signed for the U.S.
Helsinki Watch Committee by Robert
L. Bernstein, chairman, Orville H.
Schell, vice chairman, and Jeri Laber,
executive director.

accurate description of East–West
relations," said The Times.
To help ease the rancor that has
existed between the United States and
(Continued on page 15)

Sources report
Yatran director
may have died
HELSINKI - unconfirmed reports
coming from sources in Ukraine indi–
cate that Anatol Kryvokhyzha, former
director of the internationally known
Yatran dance ensemble, may have died
recently in prison somewhere in Soviet
Asia, according to the Smoloskyp
Ukrainian information Service.
After completing a successful North
American tour with the group in 1977,
Mr. Kryvokhyzha fell out of favor with
Soviet officials upon his return to the
Soviet Union, and the group was dis–
banded. Several members joined other
companies, but some, including Mr.
Kryvokhyzha, were subject to repres–
sion.
According to the reports, the choreo–
grapher was jailed for a time and then
sent into exile outside Ukraine. Despite
the repressive actions taken against
him, Mr. Kryvokhyzha hoped to reor–
ganize Yatran and managed to get some
support from the Soviet Ministy of
Culture. His efforts reportedly led to a
conflict between the ministy and the
KGB, which opposed the move.
in a related incident, the KGB had
cracked down on Lviv's Elektra drama
troupe in 1978, despite the insistence of
the minister of culture that the group
take on a tour of the West. When the
ensemble arrived in Moscow, members
were stopped and searched by agents of
the secret police, and several were
arrested. The rest were forced to return
to Lviv.

Meshko protests Soviet illegalities
Moreover, she noted that hospital
admission authorities had absolutely no
medical basis for classifying her as
"extremely dangerous," and she ac–
cused the hospital administration of
stonewalling her release after doctors
found her perfectly sane. She wrote that
the doctors told her that since they were
not responsible for her committal, they
were not responsible for issuing her
release.

NEW YORK - The text of a letter
by Oksana Meshko to Communist
Pa^ty^boss^Leonid Brezhnev outlining
illegalities and civil-rights violations
stemming from her two-month con–
finement in a Soviet psychia'tric hospital
last summer, is being circulated in the
USSR in the samvydav, according to
the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad).
Shortly after her release in September
1980, Ms. Meshko, who at 76 is the
acting head of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, was rearrested and is currently
serving an undisclosed term in the
Pavlov Psychiatric Hospital in Lviv.

When she was finally released, Ms.
Meshko had to have two follow-up
examinations, each of which upheld the
hospital's ultimate conclusion that she
was not suffering from any form of
mental disorder.

in her letter to Mr. Brezhnev,
probably written shortly before her
latest arrest, Ms. Meshko charged that
her detention, which began on June 12,
was a breach of Soviet law because,
among other reasons, the KGB agents
did not have proper authorization from
a raion psychiatrist or an official
"citizen's complaint" to justify her
admission to a mental hospital.

Ms. Meshko concluded her letter to
Mr. Brezhnev by stating that she will
not take part in any more unneces–
sary and illegal psychiatric examina–
tions, and that she refuses to be a party to
violations of Soviet law regarding
psychiatric and medical abuses or
harassment.
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Metrinkos say Michael
never lost hope
by Eugene L. Meyer
The article below appeared in the
Thursday, January 22. issue of The
Washington Post.
OLYPHANT, Pa., Jan 21 - He
spent nine months in solitary, he told
his parents, and during his entire
captivity he almost never saw the
sun.
So when former hostage Michael
Metrinko, 34, called home this morn–
ing from the military hospital at
Wiesbaden, West Germany, he described a simple pleasure of which he
had long been deprived.
"1 haven't seen daylight for so
long," he said, "and i'm really enjoy–
ing looking at trees and sunlight."
The news that Metrinko was all
right despite the ordeal came in a
phone call to the home of his parents,
Harry and Alice Metrinko, at 2:30
a.m. His father answered the phone,

turned it over to his mother and got
on an extension. Then, along with
assorted uncles they listened for 45
minutes as Metrinko, an embassy
political officer, told them what it
was like to be free again.
"Happy birthday, Dad," were
Metrinko's first words to his father,
who turned 70 on Monday.
During his 14 and a half months as
a hostage, Metrinko told his parents,
he was confined in three different
prisons, lost 40 pounds and kept his
sanity by planning ways to refurbish
the family home in this "Queen City"
north of Scranton.
While in solitary over a period that
covered all but his last five months of
confinement, Metrinko said he jog–
ged in place and paced back and
forth across the five-step-wide cell
for exercise.

з
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Metrinko tells interviewer about
mistreatment, solitary confinement
Below is the text of an interview with
Michael Metrinko which was broadcast
on the "CBS Evening News with Walter
Cronkite" on Tuesday, January 27.
Although Mr. Metrinko chose not to
participate in that day's news con–
ference at West Point, he did consent to
be interviewed at West Point bv Marv
Ellen Keating of CBS affiliate WDAU–
Tv of Scranton 1 Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
The transcript of the interview was
made available to The Weekly courtesy
of CBS News, and it is published below
with the express permission of CBS
News.
9

MR. METR1NKO: І spent time in a
— two dif— well, in prison on Qom and
then in a private house there that had
been turned into a prison. І spent time in
Evin Prison in Teheran, which is an old
Savak political prison, and time at the
Komite Prison in Teheran. The smallest
Michael Metrinko
room that 1 was in measured exactly six
feet by nine feet, and it had no windows; but no books, no watch and (they) took
my glasses away.
the size of a large closet.
MS. KEAT1NG: Were you beaten at
MS. KEAT1NG: And all this time
all?
you were alone?
MR. METR1NKO: І was hit, struck
MR. METR1NKO: Well, 1 was alone
for approximately nine months. І was several times. But that wasn4 (indis–
tied up for long periods of time, especi– tinct) 1 don't think.
MS. KEAT1NG: With what?
,
ally in the beginning back in, what,
MR. METR1NKO: І don4 know.
1979. At one point in solitary confine–
ment, 1 was kept handcuffed for a The two times that it happened — more
period of two weeks with iron handcuffs than two times - but the two times it
on. And it was 24 hours, including was fairly serious, that was my fault.
mealtime, including the time when 1 was And 1 don4 know what they used.
MS. KEAT1NG: What are some of
allowed to sleep, including something
simple like trying to wash my face. І was the things they said to you? What did
kept tied.'it's a.bit.difficult.to.perform they tell you they were .going; to do with
normal functions when you're handeef–" -you'.'.' r l'."i У v " і ' ^j ' lji H і ft
MR. METR1NKO: (Chuckles) Well,
fed. І was sleeping on a concrete floor
with nothing at all to pass the time. the worst 1 suppose was that 1 was going
to
be executed. And 1 was told one day
There was the cell, there was me and
that was it. And 1 was given my meals, that my trial was over, to prepare for
death that night or the next day.
MS. KEAT1NG: Did you believe
that?
MR. METR1NKQ: Yes, at the time.
MS. KEAT1NG: if you could say
something to the American people now
what would you say?
MR. METR1NKO: The time for
NEW YORK - A solemn Divine bitterness is past, it's never worthwhile
Liturgy of Thanksgiving for the safe to get revenge. We should learn from
return of the American hostages held the experience. And just hope that —.
444 days in iran will be celebrated here it's more than hope, 1 don't think it will
at St. George Ukrainian Catholic ever happen again — but hope that our
Church, Shevchenko Place and Seventh own country never falls into the circum–
Street, on Sunday, February l.at noon. stances that iran has fallen into, ive
The service is sponsored by St. watched a country commit suicide the
George Church and its pastor, the Rev. past two years, and 1 feel very badly
Dr. volodymyr Gavlich,and St. George about it - l'm talking about iran. Pd
Ukrainian Post No. 401 of the Catholic like to go back someday.
MS. KEAT1NG: That was my next
War veterans.
All Ukrainian organizations have question. Would you?
MR. METR1NKO: Sure, of course
been invited to attend with their ban–
ners. veterans have been asked to wear i'd go back. Not today, not tomorrow,
not this year, but eventually i'd like to.
their organizations' caps.

Jhanksgiving liturgy
to be offered for
Supreme Court revokes Fedorenko's citizenship hostages' return
WASHINGTON - The u.s. su–
preme Court, in a January 21 ruling,
revoked the citizenship of Feodor
Fedorenko, a 73-year-old former guard
at Treblinka, reported The New York
Times, in a 7 to 2 decision, the high
court upheld an appellate court ruling
which had overturned a lower court's
decision in favor of Mr. Fedorenko,
and paved the way for possible de–
portation proceedings against the for–
mer guard by the Justice Department's
Office of Special investigations.
Although a trial court earlier cleared
Mr. Fedorenko of any war crimes
during his service at Treblinka, and
upeld his contention that hewas forced
to be a camp guard after being captured

by German forces in 1941 while serving
in the Soviet Army, an appellate court
ruled that Mr. Fedorenko had lied to
immigration authorities when he ap–
plied for entry to the United States in
1949 as a displaced person. The Supreme Court concluded that,
because Mr. Fedorenko would not have
obtained the displaced person's visa if
he had told the truth about his service at
Treblinka, he had no legal right to enter
the United States and was thus
ineligible for citizenship as a matter of
law. Writing the majority opinion.
Associate Justice Thurgood Marshall
stated: "An individual's service as a
concentration camp armed guard,
(Continued on page 15)

Resolution calls for release of Shukhevych
TRENTON, N.J. - State Sen. John
Caufield of Newark introduced a
Senate resolution on January 22,
calling for the release of Ukrainian
political prisoner Yuriy Shukhevych.
The resolution, which calls on the
president of the United States and the
Congress to intercede on Mr. Shukhe–
vych's behalf, also decribes the unusual
length of the political prisoner's sen–
tences, and the dubious circumstances
of his arrest and detainment.
Sens. Joseph Hirkala, Laurence S.
Weiss, Walter N. Sheil, William J.

Proposed amendment to Canadian Constitution
recognizes country's multicultural nature

Hamiuun J„. and -. - ,щ'.- . . ivierlino
OTTAWA - The Canadian govern–
added their names as co-sponsors.
Sen. Caufield, who also sponsored ment will accept major changes to the
the Senate's resolution commemorating Charter of Rights and Freedoms, a part
Ukrainian independence Day, said "the of the proposed Canadian Constitution
case of Yuriy Shukhevych best epito– currently before Parliament, according
mizes the extent of Soviet cruelty and to a January 12 news release from the
utter disregard for moral principles, as office of Justice Minister Jean Chretien.
Among the proposed amendments
well as the determination of Ukrainian
and other Soviet dissidents for human placed before the Special Joint Com–
mittee
on the Constitution is a clause
and national rights. Let's hope that
someday, we can hold thanksgiving for recognizing the multicultural nature of
the release of Shukhevych just as we did Canada which states that the Charter of
for the release of the American Rights shall be interpreted in a manner
consistent with "the preservation of the
hostages."

multicultural heritage of. Canadians."
. Commenting on the proposed amend–
ments, Jim Fleming, the minister of
state for multiculturalism, said on
January 13: "1 believe that the proposed
changes indicate clearly that the govern–
ment has listened carefully to the views
of Canadians on this important issue."
Another proposed change in the
Canadian equivalent to the U.S. Bill of
Rights would expand official minority
education rights. The amendment would
(Continued on page 9)
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Bishop Rusnak chosen to head
new Byzantine-Rite eparchy
vATlCAN C1TY - Bishop Michael
Rusnak, auxiliary to Bishop lsidore
Borecky of the Toronto Ukrainian
Catholic Eparchy and apostolic visita–
tor for Byzantine-Rite Catholics in
Canada, was named by Pope John Paul
11 to head the newly created ByzantineRite Eparchy of Ss. Cyril and Method–
ius of the Slovaks in Canada.
News of the appointment and the
establishment of the new Torontobased eparchy which covers all of
Canada was reported by the National
Catholic News Service.
Bishop Rusnak was born August 21,
1921, in Beaverdale, Pa., of Slovak
parents and returned to Czecho-Slova–
kia with his family in 1931.
He entered the Congregation of the
Most Holy Redeemer (the Redempt–
orists) in 1942 and was ordained on July

New York

in 1950 he was imprisoned in a
Communist concentration camp, but
was released the following year because
of his U.S. citizenship and sent to the
Redemptorist community in Newark,
N.J.
in 1952 Bishop Rusnak was trans–
ferred to Canada and became the first
pastor for Slovaks of the Byzantine
Rite. After serving in Hamilton and
Oshawa, Ont.. in 1957 he was named
vicar of Byzantine-Rite Slovak Catho–
lics. living in Canada.
He was elected superior of Slovak
Redemptorists of the Byzantine Rite in
Toronto in 1960.
He was ordained a bishop on January
2, 1965, and since that time served as
auxiliary to the Ukrainian-Rite bishop
of Toronto and as apostolic visitator
for Byzantine-Rite Catholics.

Andrew Malan

Mayor Edward Koch reads the Ukrainian independence Day proclamation for the
City of New York at City Hall on January 22 in the presence of representatives of
the United Ukrainian American Organizations of New York (the UCCA branch).
The Ukrainian delegation was headed by Michael Spontak, chairman, and George
Wolynetz, vice chairman, respectively, of the UCCA branch. Also present were
representatives of the Ukrainian National Association, SUM-A, Plast, the
Ukrainian National Women's League of America, the Organization for the
Defense of Four Freedoms for Ukraine and its women's association, the Self–
Reliance Credit Union, St. George School and others. The Revs. Yolodymyr
Bazylewsky and Yolodymyr Gavlich, pastors of the city's Ukrainian Catholic and
Orthodox churches, also attended the ceremony.

Newark meeting focuses on UCCA
NEWARK, N.J. - A public meeting
given over to the assessment of the
"crisis situation" generated in the
aftermath of the 13th UCCA Congress,
was held here on January 23 under the
auspices of the local branch of the
Ukrainian Democratic Movement. The
meeting was attended by 23 persons.
Main speaker at the meeting was
Roman Danyluk, member of the Com–
mittee for Law and Order in the UCCA.
in his address, Mr. Danyluk reported
on the proceedings of the two meetings
the committee held on December 12,
1980. and on January 16 with UCCA
representatives. He then read the pro–
posals drawn up by the committee,
which were rejected by the present
leadership of the UCCA.
The meeting closed with the formu–

lation and passage of a resolution which
was to have been presented by four
delegates of the Ukrainian Democratic
Movement at the meeting of Ukrainian
community organizations scheduled for
January 31 in New York.
A news release about the meeting was
signed by ivan Hamulak, meeting
chairman, and Evhen Perejma, secre–
tary.
The resolution reads as follows:
1. in view of the Ukrainian Liberation
Front takeover at the 13th Congress of
the UCCA. the UCCA can no longer be
considered an organization which coor–
dinates and represents .all Ukrainian
American organizations and the entire
Ukrainian community in the United
States.
((until

і page 10)

Obituary
Bohdan Poliansky

Dr. Jams lav voyevidka

Mayor Robert Grasmere of Maple wood and area Ukrainians participated in flag-rais–
ing ceremonies in commemoration of Ukrainian independence Day on January 22.
Before the outdoor ceremonies, a brief program was held inside the Mapiewood
RENO. Nev.
Dr. Jaroslav voye–
Town Hall. Mayor Gresmere then read a resolution signed by all members of the vidka. a gynecologist from Englewood
Mapiewood Township Committee and sent to the Reagan administration which Cliffs. N.J.. died here at St. Mary's
urged the U.S. government to speak out in defense of the oppressed Ukrainian Hospital at the age of 71. Dr. voyevidka
nation. The Ukrainian group was led by the Rev. John Nakonachny of Holy was in Reno visiting his son Dr. ihor
Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox Church, the Rev. John Sytrota of St. John the voyevidka. who resides there.
Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church and Andrew Keybida, coordinator of the local
The late Dr. voyevidka had medical
UCCA. The mayor had signed a proclamation designating January 22 as Ukrainian practices in New York and Astoria.
independence Day in the presence of a Ukrainian delegation on January 20. N.Y.
Among those present were My kola Semanyshyn, chairman of the UCCA branch,
He was co-founder of the Ukrainian
Mr. Keybida and the Rev. Nakonachny.
Medical Association of North America,
a member of its first executive board
Bayonne, N.J.
and later the organization's president.
He participated in the medical asso–
ciation's conferences, served aseditorof
the Journal of the UM ANA and was the
author of many scientific and commu–
nity affairs articles published in that
journal.
Dr. voyevidka was born in Chern–
ivtsi, Bukovyna, Ukraine, on October
26. 1909.
He studied medicine at the University
of Cracow and was instructor of gyne–
cology at the University of Lviv.
After emigrating from Ukraine he
became a co-founder of the Ukrainian
Medical-Charitable Service in Munich
and was its one-time president.
He also served as president of the
Bayonne Mayor Dennis Collins signed a Ukrainian independence Day Ukrainian Medical Association in
proclamation on January 21 and then took part inflag-raisingceremonies outside Germany.
He was also a member of many other
the Bayonne Municipal Building. The Ukrainian delegation at the ceremonies was
led by
Msgr. Anthony Borsa of the local Ukrainian Catholic church and the Ukrainian organizations, including
UNA Branch 86. which is affiliated with
Rev. B. ivashchuk of the Ukrainian Orthodox church.

Dr.'Jaroslav Y'oyevidka
the Ukrainian Sports Club of New
York.
Surviving are his wife Christina, son
lhor and daughter Motria Sloniewsky.
The funeral was held Friday, January
30, at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Newark, N.J. Burial
was at St. Andrew's Cemetery in Bound
Brook. N.J.
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Following is the interim report on the
Madrid Conference for the review of
implementation of the Helsinki Accords which was prepared by the staff of
the U. S. Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe. The report
covers the prst phase of the Madrid
Conference — November 1 to Decem–
ber 19, 1980.
"" Conclusion
The security area of the Final Act
will be a major center of attention
during the next stage of the Madrid
meeting as many delegations, both East
and West, support adoption of new
measures in this field as the most
effective means of furthering the CSCE
process.
Attention will focus on two major
proposals for a post-Madrid forum on
disarmament in Europe. One, tabled by
France and supported by nearly all
NATO countries, calls for a Conference
on Disarmament in Europe.(CDE) to
be held in 1981, which would adopt a
coherent system of confidence-building
measures applicable throughout Eu–
rope, from the Atlantic to the Urals.
The U.S. delegation, while sympathetic
to many aspects of the French proposal,
did not formally endorse the idea
because it did not want to commit the,
incoming administration to such a
significant new forum without an op–
portumtyto study the proposal.
The other proposal put forward by
Poland on behalf of the Warsaw Pact
countries calls for the convening of a
Conference on Military Detente and
Disarmament in Europe (CMDD).
Envisaged as the first of a multi-staged
process, this conference would be
convened in October of 1981 in Warsaw
to consider new. CBMs with a second
stage devoted to arms and force reduc–
tions. in their response to this proposal,
the United States, United Kingdom and
other Western delegations criticized the
propagandistic, purely declaratory
nature of many of its provisions and
emphasized how ridiculous it would be
to seriously consider a Warsaw Pactinspired security forum with Soviet
troops still mired in Afghanistan.
Many of the NNa countries have cosponsored a proposal for improved
CBMs. The Finnish and Swedish dele–
gations have also put forward generally
worded proposals calling for forums for
European-wide discussion of disarma–
ment and detente issues.
Basket 11
The 20 Basket 11 subsidiary working
body sessions were divided as follows:
eight for review of trade issues; four for
industrial cooperation; four for science,
technology and the enviromeijt; and
four for consideration of a mixture of
issues incorporated in the final subchapter of Basket H in the Final Act.
The U.S. Basket 11 delegation included
two commission staff members —
George Boutin and Christopher Bres–
cia.
in the subsidiary working body, the
delegation gave five formal statements
on business contacts and facilities;
economic and commercial information;
industrial cooperation in the field of
science and technology; and coopera–
tion in the field of the environment, in
all these statements, the U.S. represen–
tative reviewed our own implementa–
tion of the provisions of the Final Act
and pointed out areas in which certain
Eastern countries were severely remiss in
their implementation. These include,
inter alia, failure to provide adequate
business facilities for Western business
representatives and timely economic
and commercial information ad–
herence to overly restrictive conditions
for trade; and failure to provide for
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The Madrid Conference:
an interim report
mutual trust and confidence in the
international arena.
'The Soviet Union and the East
European delegations maintained a low
profile, refraining from directly raising
some of the sensitive issues, such as the
lack of MFN and the imposition of
trade sanctions by the United States.
The relative calm of the proceedings
was finally interrupted by a Soviet
outburst over the recent Carter admin–
istration action to revoke a Dresser
industries license, which would have
allowed the company to sell the Soviets
technological and management knowhow for a nearly completed oil-drilling
bit manufacturing plant. The Soviets
reacted strongly a second time follow–
ing a tough U.S. speech, delivered by a
commission representative, on the
deterioration of U.S. - Soviet scientific
exchanges as a result of the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan and the depri–
vation of Soviet scientists' human
rights.
in reply, the Soviets accused the
United States of unilaterally, "without
provocation from the East." breaking
off scientific collaboration and urged
the United States to review its own
implementation record before lodging
complaints against others.
Throughout the exchanges, the United
States and its allies reminded the Soviet
Union that it was not the West that had
created the current international fric–
tion (referring to Afghanistan) and that
until Soviet actions restored a minimum
of international stability and mutual
confidence, the level of trade and
scientific cooperation would be mini–
mal.
Twenty-six new Basket 11 proposals,
were tabled, four in plenary session and
22 in the subsidiary working body.
Many of these proposals" address-the
very issues raised during the review
phase and attempt to obligate the
participating states to acknowledge that
these problems exist and take the
necessary actions to implement further
the provisions of the Final Act.
The United States has, at this time,
co-sponsored three proposals — one on
business contacts and facilities, one on
economic and commerical information
and one on compensation trade agree–
ments. All three of these proposals are
designed to commit the participating
states to greater adherence to principles
essential for the expansion of East-West
trade.
All the new proposals will undergo
intensive examination during the second
phase of the meeting beginning January
27. Their chances for adoption will
depend both on the acceptability of the
proposals themselves as well as on the
progress made on proposals in other
areas.
Basket Hi
The review of implementation in the
Basket Hi SWB was franker and more
specific than during the 1977 Belgrade
meeting, virtually all Western countries
raised problems ranging from restric–
tions on family reunification to impedi–
ments to scientific exchange and ob–
stacles to the free flow of information.
As at Belgrade, the United States was
far out in front in mentioning specific
victims of Eastern failure to implement
the Final Act. But unlike Belgrade, the
United States was not alone in employing this tactic. Moreover, even
states which did not mention specific
names made forceful and comprehen–
sive statements on various problems.

The Eastern response varied, but was
notable for its lack of vehemence and
failure to invoke the principle of nonintervention in the internal affairs of
other states. Tha Soviet delegation, in
particular, let pass in silence criticism
which in Belgrade would have occa–
sioned vociferous replies.
The U.S. delegation, which included
Meg Donovan and Susan Pederson of
the commission staff, nevertheless was
able to raise the issues of particular
concern to the United States and, on
several occasions the semblance of a
real dialogue between East and West
actually appeared.
During the discussion of the humancontacts provisions of the Final Act as during most phases of the review —
the Soviet Union came in for the largest
share of criticism. Western delegations
questioned the drastic reduction in
Soviet Jewish emigration in 1980 and
deplored the increase of Soviet antiSemitism. Bureaucratic and procedural
obstacles to emigration were criticized
as was harassment directed against
unsuccessful emigration applicants.
The United States found particular–
ly disturbing that the Soviet govern–
ment had misused the family reunifica–
tion provisions of Basket ill asjustifica–
tion to restrict, rather than facilitate,
emigration. The United States also
charged that Soviet and East European
laws and regulations regarding emigra–
tion were not widely available, thus
adding further obstacles to freer move–
ment:
;
Among the specific cases mentioned
by the United States during this phase
of the review were those of Eitan
Finkelshtein, Mark Nashpitz, viadimir
Prestin, Lev Elbert, Lev Ovishcher,
Anna voronova and Larissa Kalven.
"TrRrUnttcd States also raised the cases
of Aleksandr Lerner, Daniel Fradkin,
Galina Golsman Michaelson, Grigory
Gimpe!son, Uldis Kaps. Tatyana Lo–
zansky, viadimir Slepak and ida Nudcl
in its opening Basket ill speech dc–
livered in plenary on November 24.
The fate of Swedish diplomat Raoul
Wallenberg, who disappeared into
Soviet labor camps following World
War 11, received special attention from
Western delegations. Long the subject
of public interest and concern, the
Wallenberg case was raised by Swedish
Foreign Minister Ola Ullsten in his
opening statement in plenary on No–
vember 14. The Swedish Basket ill
representative repeated Mr. Ullsten's
plea for greater clarity concerning the
diplomat's fate in his first Basket ill
speech. His remarks were echoed by the
United States, the United Kingdom,
Switzerland, iceland, Luxembourg and
Liechtenstein.
The implementation records of the
German Democratic Republic, Rumania
and Czecho-Slovakia also came in for
criticism. While several of these states
had acted prior to Madrid to resolve
outstanding bilateral family reunifica–
tion cases, they had at the same time
continued, or initiated, procedures
designed to discourage emigration.
in the Basket Hi working group, the
U.S. delegate noted with regard to
Rumanian procedures, that the emigra–
tion process had "reached the absurd
point that a potential emigrant is
required to submit an application in
order to receive the emigration applica–
tion form itself."
The Federal Republic of.Germany
led the way in criticizing the recent
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imposition of higher currency exchange
requirements for Western citizens tra–
veting to the German Democratic
Republic.
Jamming of Western radio broarv
casts and working conditions for jouma lists captured the largest share of
Western attention during the review of
the information provisions of Basket
Hi.
The United States, United Kingdom
and Federal Republic of Germany, with
the support of most other Western
delegations, protested the reimposition
of Soviet jamming of the vOA, BBC
and Deutsche Welle in statements which
questioned the political weakness of
regimes which went to such lengths to
deny citizens access to information.
The United States made the same
points with regard to Soviet and East
European interference with the broadcasts of Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty.
Western delegations also protested
the deterioration in working conditions
- for Western jounalists in the East. The
United States noted that some progress,
primarily in the form of bilateral
agreements granting reporters multiple
exit and entry visas, had taken place.
However, reporters still encountered
obstacles to access and reporting.
The United States lodged a vigorous
protest on the Soviet conviction of two
American reporters on charges of
slander - as interpreted by the Soviet
court system — and noted numerous
other difficulties faced by journalists.
German Democratic Republic authori–
ties had, for example, adopted regula–
tions complicating correspondents'
ability to travel and making it a
possible crime for citizens to communi–
cate information to foreign journalists.
The review of the cultural, educa–
tional and scientific exchange provisions of Basket Hi focused primarily
on Eastern claims that they had a better
record of compliance than the West.
The United States took issue with the
Soviet claim that its cultural exchange
program had declined for reasons
beyond Soviet control. Noting that the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan had
made it impossible for the United States
to complete negotiations on the U.S.–
Soviet bilateral cultural agreement, the
U.S. representative called for an early
end to the situation which made nor–
mal relations untenable. The United
States also recalled a number of in–
stances in which Soviet authorities had
acted unilaterally to cancel exchanges,
many of a long-standing nature.
Scientific exchange and the human
rights of individual scientists served as
the focus of a sharp exchange between
Soviet and Western delegates in Basket
Hi. The United States, United King–
dom, Canada and Sweden presented the
hardest hitting statements on topics
ranging from Soviet harassment and
imprisonment of refusenik and dissi–
dent scientists to the misuse of psvchia–
try for political purposes. The"arrest of
viadimir Brailovsky, the exile of Andrei
Sakharov and the psychiatric detention
of Juri Kikk were cited as examples of
Soviet actions which had caused many
Western scientists to cease cooperation
with Soviet colleagues.
The general Eastern defense against
Western charges of non-compliance in
all areas of Basket Hi took the form of
an assertion that progress in areas of
humanitarian concern was impossible
at a time when detente was endangered
and when sufficient progress had not
been registered in areas of trade and
military cooperation.
This argument was rebutted by Wes– tern and NNa delegations which insist–
ed that the humanitarian provisions of
(Continued on page 11)
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Which way human rights?
Now that he is safely out of the confirmation hearing hotseat and
firmly in control of the State Department, Alexander Haig will have
the unenviable task of overhauling and redirecting an American
foreign policy left badly muddled by the previous administration. But
despite many glaring deficiencies, there are certain elements in the
Carter foreign policy that are worth salvaging, and in his haste to
redefine America's future mode of operations in global politics Mr.
Haig should be very careful not to throw the baby out with the bath
water.
F r o m where we sit, one of President J i m m y Carter's most
noteworthy foreign-policy achievements was the formulation and
implementation of a sound, morally grounded human-rights policy.
By making or trying to make his policy equitable, Mr. Carter avoided
the moral pitfall of censuring unfriendly nations while treating proven
allies guilty of human-rights violations with kid gloves.
in chiding countries such as Bolivia, Argentina and El Salvador for
their transgressions, the Carter administration gave credibility and
moral teeth to its criticism of the Soviet Union's grisly human-rights
record. Without this attempt at even-handedness, the principle of
human rights would be nothing more than a tool of political
expediency.
it is clear that Mr. Haig is uncomfortable with the across-the-board
approach favored by Mr. Carter. During his speech at the Republican
National Convention, he said, "it neither serves the purpose of social
justice nor the vital interests of America to pursue policies under the
rubric of human rights which have the practical consequence of
driving authoritarian regimes, traditionally friendly to the West, into
totalitarian models where they will remain in a state of permanent
animosity to the American people and our interests."
How so? is it not America's chronic support of petty dictators and a
host of strongmen (Pinochet, Somoza et al) that has served to
undermine America's credibility in the Third World and made our
reproaches against the Soviet Union ring hollow and morally flimsy?
in a news conference on January 28, Mr.Haig further muddied the
waters by stating that "international terrorism will take the place of
human rights in our concern," adding that, under his leadership, there
will be "a change of priorities" in human-rights policy. Although he
added that there will be no "de-emphasis" on human rights, Mr. Haig's
statement further suggests that the Reagan administration plans to
abandon the Carter strategy and make human-rights policy politically
selective.
We suggest that this would be a wrong move. By talking out of both
sides of his mouth on human rights and making concern about human
freedom contingent on a nation's willingness to toe the American line,
Mr. Haig has diluted the principle itself, in so doing, he has left the
door open for the world community to view America's rebuke of the
Soviet Union's repression of human rights as nothing more than the
same tired and time-worn Red-baiting that has characterized EastWest relations for decades, in addition, by making human rights a
political weapon devoid of ethical principle, ф е Reagan administration
would not be morally bound to continue pressuring the Soviets on
human rights if the international political climate were to shift —
witness detente during the Nixon years, when Soviet repression within
its sphere of influence was glossed over as long as the USSR behaved
abroad.
J - .
What Mr. Haig and his boss, President Reagan, must realize,
besides the fact that an uneven human-rights policy smacks of
hypocrisy, is that the days of the big stick are over. The United States
can no longer adopt a macho swagger and scowl nations into line
either directly or through proxy stooges. As the emerging nations
struggle for identity, we must, as a nation, be sensitive to their
character and their needs. A just and balanced human-rights policy
will show the world that America cares about human freedom around
the world and not just in the Soviet Union and its satellites, and it will
make our concern for the latter more tenable. Respect for universal
freedom, after all, forms the bulwark of our democracy.
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News and views

The Ukrainian Catholic Church
by v"era Rich
Below is the text of an analysis of
recent events in the Ukrainian Catholic
Church which was published in the
January 10 issue of The Tablet of
London. We reprint it here for the
information of our readers. The author,
Уега Rich, is known for her translations
of Ukrainian literary works into English.

On New Year's Eve 1980 Pope John
Paul H named three saints as "patrons
of Europe" - St. Benedict, St. Cyril
and St. Methodius. The inclusion of the
latter two, the "Apostles of the Slavs,"
must inevitably focus attention, once
again, on that branch of the universal
Church - Byzantine in liturgy and
Slavonic in language - which they
founded.
All the more so in that the an–
nouncement came barely a month after
the first "ordinary" synod of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic bishops, meeting in
Rome, had formally disavowed the socalled "Sobor of Lviv," which in 1946
allegedly dissolved the Ukrainian
Catholic Church and "voluntarily"
reunited its believers with the Orthodox.
The history of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church of recent years has been, to say
the least, turbulent, with large numbers
of the faithful in the diaspora pressing for
the appointment of Cardinal Josyf
Slipyj, archbishop-major of Lviv and
metropolitan of Halych as "patriarch."
The dispute has, in effect, reached an
impasse: canon law does not allow the
exiled cardinal to exercise his authority
outside the Ukrainian homeland, and
the present pope, like his predecessor
Pope Paul vi, has made it clear that he
will not grant patriarchal powers or
status to the cardinal. Nevertheless, by
convening, in spring 1980, anextraordi–
nary synod of all Ukrainian bishops
and himself presiding at it, the pope
made it clear that he was deeply
concerned with the problems of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
implementing the concept of col–
legiality proposed byjthe„second vatican
Council, the extraordinary synod
resolved that from thence forth there
would be "ordinary synods" of the
Ukrainian bishops every two years,
subject to papal approval both of the
convening of the synod and of the
agenda.
The term "ordinary," indeed, seems
somewhat a misnomer when one con–
siders that, in the present state of affairs,
the Ukrainian homeland must be
entirely unrepresented at such an as–
sembly — and, indeed, that such a
synod can take place at all only in virtue
of the pronouncement of Pope Paul vi
of March 25, 1970, which extended to
the archbishop major of Lviv the right
of convening a synod normally reserved
to patriarchs and of inviting to it as
"episcopi aggregati" the diaspora bi–
shops, while having no jurisdictional
powers over them.
inevitably, though, the underground
"motherChurch" in Ukraine was at the
forefront of the synod's attention. The
deliberations of the synod will remain,
in part, confidential, while other
documents will eventually be published
in a text approved by the Holy See.
Nevertheless, a considerable part of
the material has already been leaked apparently, from the wording, which
refers to the cardinal as "patriarch." via
those of his aides and supporters who
still hope for a reversal of the papal
position on the issue of the partiarchate.

in particular, a document titled
"Solemn Condemnation of the Socalled 'Lviv Sobor' of 1946" is circula–
ting. The inclusion of this topic on the
agenda had somewhat perturbed some
of the bishops who felt that it might be
seen by the Soviet authorities as a
provocation and lead to further repres–
sion in Ukraine.
The actual text, however, is restrai–
ned — a low-key outline of history.
"Our forefathers received the Christian
faith from St. v"olodymyr when the
Church was still undivided" (988 nearly a century before the formal
breach between Constantinople and
Rome), and desirous of "Catholic
unity," (in 1596 the UkrainianChurch
decided to "review and strengthen" its
tie with the "Roman apostolic see"). The
"Lviv meeting — illegally called a
sobor" is repudiated since not a single
Ukrainian Catholic bishop attended,
and the use of "crude force" in compel–
ling the attendance, of "certain priests"
duly noted. After citing various papal
pronouncements from the encyclical
"Orientales і Omnes" (December 23,
1945) down to the present pope (March
19, 1979, and February 5, 1980) to the
effect that the "Ukrainian Catholic
Church exists and lives," the statement
repudiates the "Lviv Sobor" as having
"nothing in common with our Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church which was and is
a true member of the universal Church,
the Mystical Body of Christ, whose
visible head on earth is the holy father,
the pope of Rome, the successor of the
blessed apostle Peter and the repre–
sentative of our Lord, Jesus Christ."
Although the statement contains
nothing new, its appearance at this
moment was not untimely, in Madrid,
the Helsinki review conference was
discussing progress on peace and cooperation in Europe, including the
vexed question of human rights, in this
context, the statement could be viewed
as simply a reiteration of the Church's
defense of freedom of conscience.
However, a few days after the end ol
the synod. Bishop Andrij Sapelak of the
Ukrainian diocese of Buenos Aires
suddenly came out with a bombshell —
the Soviet Union, he said, "might be
willing" to legalize the Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
Bishop Sapelak's statement has been
described unofficially by vatican sour–
ces as "irresponsible" and "ill-timed."
He quoted a number of non-verifiable
"signs," which included "conversations
between Soviet government. officials
and Ukrainian-Rite priests and foreign
visitors" and "several contacts" between
the government and clandestine Uk–
rainian priests whose existence they are
aware of.
"The authorities know that the
Church exists," he said, and they are
finding it increasingly "uncomfort–
able" to deny it. Ukrainian Catholics
throughout the world would, he said,
"exert pressure on the Soviet Union to
recognize our Church." He even went
on to discuss specific issues which could
impede such legalization — including
what he called the Soviet errand " that
the government should approve
candidates for the episcopate."
Unfortunately, however, the Soviet
side simply does not seem to be making
the kind of noises one would expect if
such a legalization were forthcoming. A
180-degree policy turnabout is nothing
(Continued on page 14)
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interview with Heifetz: a view from the inside
leaflets on the streets of Lviv for the
second time. І met with Gomula and
Haiduk, who, together with Hutsul and
Oksana Popovych, were engaged in
samvydav activites. Haiduk was in the
viadimir prison at the time; Oksana
Popovych was in the women's sector of
the camp.
Mr. Heifetz discusses his contacts with
There was a group of former soldiers
Ukrainian political prisoners, the relations of the UPA (Ukrainian insurgent Ar–
among Ukrainian, Russian and Jewish my) in the camp — "Banderivtsi" as
political prisoners, and the question of
they were called. They are serving
Ukrainian independence as viewed by these terrible sentences, some of them have
various groups.
spent the major part of their lives in
Mr. Heifetz, who lived and taught in camp.
Leningrad, was arrested in April 1974 and
І would like to single out one person
sentenced to four years' imprisonment and who has acted as a link between the two
two years of exile for a paper titled "Yosyf generations of Ukrainian political
Brodsky and Our Generation," an essay prisoners, i.e., the soldiers of the UPA
which was prepared for the samizdat but and the present-day Ukrainian patriots.
nevei actually published.
He is Petro Saranchuk, who first served
While in the camps, Mr. Heifetz met and
12 years in strict-regimen camp as a
became friends with Ukrainian political "Banderite," took part in the Norilsk
prisoners, among them poet vasyl Stus and "prisoners' uprising, and then was
journalist vyacheslav Chornovil.
imprisoned again, this time as a dis–
Referring to his experiences in camp, Mr. sident, and sentenced to eight years.
Heifetz was recently quoted in the Jewish These are among some of the most
Russian-language weekliy Novy Ameri–
interesting Ukrainians with whom І
kanetz, as saying that "it was in the camps' have met.
that 1 became nationally conscious. І met
if 1 were to characterize them as a
people from the Baltic countries, Ukraine group, 1 would say that their outstand–.
and other republics, it was here that 1 first ing trait was fearlessness. І would
gave serious thought to the significance of
even say that at times they are needlessly
national self-determination for the life of
daring; such daring can be detrimental
contemporary man. І came to understand
to them, as it knows no compromise.
that the beauty of life lies in the variegated
Their uncompromising and principled
cultures... І experienced an evolution in my
attitude, coupled with manliness, a free
political thinking."
spirit and readiness for self-sacrifice are
While in camp, Mr. Heifetz wrote a book
remarkable. І have come to know them
titled "Time and Place," which upon its as true friends and as good people.
publication abroad, called forth a lively
There is one more person whom І
response, especially in the Russian emigre would like to mention, in him the
press.
aforementioned characteristics have
Upon his release in January 1980, Mr.
been combined with others, and this has
Heifetz emigrated to lsrael. He is a member
especially endeared him to me. i'm
of the Public Committee for Jewish-Ukraini–
thinking of vasyl Ovsienko, a teacher
an Cooperation based in Jerusalem. Mr.
of Ukrainian language and literature
Heifetz is currently writing a book on his who was arrested along with Proniuk
experiences in the camps in which he relates
and Lisovy, for his work on the Uk–
his contacts with Ukrainian political
rainian Herald. '
prisoners.
He served a four-year sentence, and is
The interviewer, Mr. Kleiner, is also a
currently serving his second term of
member of the public committee.
three years. This time he has been
The past issues of The Weekly have
charged with "resisting the police." A^
focused on the Day of Solidarity with
policeman tried to beat him up at a local
Ukrainian political prisoners and on Uk– meeting, in the ensuing commotion,
rainian independence Day. These same
many people gathered. Given the
issues are touched upon in the interview
number of witnesses, the incident could
from a different perspective - that of life in not be hushed up. Ovsienko was therethe microcosm of the Soviet camps. Therein
fore charged with assault. The
lie both their value and limitations.
absurdity of the charge is all the more
evident given Ovsienko's nature — he is
Q: Which Ukrainian political pri– a soft-spoken, intelligent, good-natured
soners did you meet in the camps and person.
what is the impression they made on
Q: What is the relationship between
you?
the older and younger generations of
Ukrainian
political prisoners?
A: One of the first Ukrainian political
prisoners whom 1 met in the "17th zone"
A: Judging from what 1 have seen, the
was DmytroKvetsko, one of the leaders relationship is an exceedingly good one,
of the "Ukrainian National Front." He marked by closeness and friendship.
was given a 20-year sentence: five years Zorian Popadiuk called the older poli–
in the viadimir prison, 10 in camp and lical prisoners — the former soldiers of
five in exile. Later 1 met Zorian Popa– UPA - the "holy elders." The young
diuk, a younger man, a former student show them deference and respect and
at the University of Lviv, a member of admire their courage, in turn, "the
the "Ukrainian National-Liberation elders" behold the young, saying: "good
Front." A score of individuals belonged men are growing up for Ukraine." The
to this organization; for the most part, older men are glad that their cause
they were former university and high hasn't died out, that there is a younger
school students.
generation fighting for the Ukrainian
The circle of my Ukrainian acquain– cause. Just think, people spend anywhere
tances grew with time. І met vasyl from 25 to 30 years in the camps, and
Stus, whom 1 consider to be the most there is a continuous influx of new
gifted Ukrainian poet from among people; all of them fighting for the same
those whom 1 have had the opportunity idea, for Ukraine. This means that the
to read so far; 1 also met Chornovil — cause lives on. Understandably, the
we were in the same prison in camp.
"elders" have paternal feelings towards
Other interesting people come to the young.
mind. There was Kravtsivfrom Kharkiy,
Q: What do the Ukrainian political
Kuzma Dasiv, an engineer from Lviv
who was arrested while passing out prisoners know about Ukrainians

This interview with Russian writer and
former political prisoner Mikhail Heifetz was
conducted for the Suchasnist journal by
lsrael Kleiner. The interview, which was
published in the October 1980 issue,
was translated for The Weekly by lka
Koznarska-Casanova.

abroad; what is their attitude towards
the Ukrainian community abroad; are
they familiar with Ukrainian emigre
publications?
' A: 1 tried not to broach these subjects
in camp, since one has to be wary that
such information may fall into the
hands of the KGB. it would be awkward
and tactless to delve into matters a
person didn't talk about at a hearing or
investigation. Nevertheless, 1 am under
the impression that the contacts of the
older generation of Ukrainian political
prisoners with Ukrainians abroad were
weak and sporadic, whereas the younger
generation did have some contact.
in any case, there is great interest in
the emigre Ukrainian community.
People purposely buy "anti-emigre"
publications in order to piece together
any information they can get from the
quotations and excerpts which appear
there from the emigre press, in this way,
they try to reconstruct and discern what
is going on, what the points of conflict
and the general trends are. They give all
this serious consideration.
They take pride in the Ukrainian
emigre community. Dmytro Kvetsko
once told me: "Our emigre community
is an intelligent one; these are wise,
intelligent people." This is an extensive–
ly held view. Nevertheless, there is a
definite dearth of information about
Ukrainians abroad.
Q: When 1 mentioned Suchasnist to
you yesterday, 1 realized that you had
already heard of the journal. Where did
you hear of Suchasnist for the first
time? .
A: 1 first heard of "Suchasnist" from
vyacheslav Chornovil while in camp, in
recounting the emigre publications
which were known to him, he mentioned
Suchasnist, noting that he had the
highest regard for this publication. І
remember him saying: "We have a good
journal."
As 1 have already mentioned, to the
extent that it's awkward to inquire
about something a political prisoner
doesnt freely^peakofhimself,(we were
probably under surveillance by then), І
didn't ask where he read the journal or
how it came into his hands. But my
impression was that some Ukrainians
did have contact with the emigre com–
munity, however minimal it might have
been.
Q. it is well-known that the Ukrainian
emigration is imbued with what is refer–
red to abroad as the "Ukrainian Li–
beration Struggle "; that is. the events of
1917-1920s and the timeofthe Ukrainian
National Republic, it would be interest–
ing to know the views of the Ukrainian
political prisoners in regard to this
period in general and to the Ukrainian
National Republic in particular.
A: The attitude toward the Ukrainian
National Republic is a fully supportive
one; this is understandable. For this was
the national movement which seem–
ingly could fulfill national expecta–
tions. Admittedly, the political priso–
ners often take issue with this or that
aspect of the leadership of the UNR;
they cannot restrain their urge to "right"
history, i.e., to avoid the mistakes, toset
things right from today's vantage point,
in any case, the attitude toward the
UNR is generally one of full approval.
Q: What are the relations between the
Ukrainian and Russian political
prisoners? How are. these relations
affected by the existence of differing, at
times, even diametrically opposed,

Courtesy of Novy Amerilunetz

Mikhail Heifetz
views on the question of Ukrainian
independence?
A:– The KGB is intent on playing off
the confrontations arising from this
issue. Nevertheless, a common fate and
a common struggle serve to unite
people. For example, 1 know that
viadimir Osipov (the former editor of
the Slavophile Russian samizdat journal
veche) was purposely placed in the
same prison zone as Chornovil.
The KGB's intention was to instigate
flare-ups and quarrels between the
Ukrainian and Russian political
prisoners. But this did not occur; the
Ukrainians and Russians closed ranks
and proceeded to organize protests
jointly. On January 12, the Day of
Solidarity with Ukrainian Political"
Prisoners, Osipov held a hunger strike
in protest of the massive arrests which
took place in Ukraine in 1972. He didn't
come out in support of independence
for Ukraine (his friendship for Ukrai–
nians hasn't gone that far), but he did
demand that those Ukrainians who are
fighting for their national cause, be set
free. Being an honorable man, Osipov
held Ukrainians to be equally honest,
dedicated and honorable individuals
who serve their nation and have the
right to free expression. Osipov understood that existing differences have to
be resolved through ideological discuss–
ion, and not by institutionalized
repression..
І have purposely used the extreme
example of Osipov-Chornovil where,
the diametric opposition of ideologies
notwithstanding, mutual respect and
friendship arose.
But there are many cases in which the
Russians in the camps came to alto–
gether different conclusions; saying in
effect: "if they don4 want to live with us,
let them live apart." І would say that this
view is widespread among Russians in
the camps.
Q: in that case, how prevalent is the view
of maintaining the empire?
A: it's not very widespread. The striving for national independence manifests
itself so strongly in the camps that it is
simply impossible for the Russians to
come out against it; it would be tanta–
mbunt to siding with prison authorities,
if one doesn't want to be on the side of
one's persecutors, one has to acknow–
ledge reality such as it is. But then again,
perhaps one does not come to grips with
this reality as readily in the outside
world as in the camps.^
Q: But even in the "outside" world,
both in the USS Rand abroad, Russians
(Continued on page 10)
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Perth Amboy UNA
abuzz with activity

9

4
Ф
Dawn Polak displays a Christmas ornament she made during a
workshop conducted by Lesia Gajdycz (rear) of the Ukrainian
Museum.

Sonia Slobodian teaches an adult conversational
Ukrainian class for adults.

PERTH AMBOY, N.J. - if ever there was a
UNA branch buzzing with activity, it's Branch 155
of Perth Amboy. N.J.
in conjunction with the UNA's effort to activize
its branches. Branch 155 has undertaken a project
of planning various cultural and social events in
order to bring-its members closer to their Ukrainian
heritage.
The project started off impressively last No–
vember when a cultural festival was staged with the
assistance of the UNA fraternal activities office.
During the holiday season, a Christmas-tree
ornament workshop was conducted by Lesia
Gajdycz, a representative of the Ukrainian Mu–
seum in New York City. People of all ages - senior
citizens to school children - enjoyed making their
own ornaments of beads, nutsand colored paper to
the tunes of Ukrainian Christmas carols.
Recently a conversational Ukrainian course for
adults taught by Sonia Slobodian, a full-time
teacher at Perth Ambov's Catholic School of the
Assumption, has attracted many enthusiasts. Most
of the community consists of third– and fourthgeneration Ukrainians. Many non-Ukrainian
spouses are taking an active part in learning about
the Ukrainian cultural heritage along with their
Ukrainian husbands or wives.
Branch secretary Melanic Lawrence says she is
happy to see that activity in her branch is not
limited to the collection of dues: "it's a lot of work,
but it's worth it. it rejuvenates the branch. People
are starting to participate more in the Ukrainian
community."
Other activities are planned for the near future,
among them a Ukrainian folk-singing group and
folk dance instruction. Watch out. New Jersey.
Perth Amboy is on the move!
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French businessman tells of
sweet taste of success

JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - Can a young, enterprising tran–
splanted Argentinian find lucre as an entrepreneur in the
commercial bustle of Paris? Judging by the modest successes of
Georges Alyskewych, president and founder of Actuel
Traductions, a translating firm based in Paris, the answer
seems to be yes.'
On a recent visit to The Weekly editorial offices, Mr.
Alyskewych, who was in the United States in search of a 550,000
loan to bolster his growing business, recalled how he founded
the firm in 1977 along with his Paris-born wife, with S5.000
starting capital. The company, which has a nucleus of four fulltime office workers and a staff of 50 translators working at
home, currently does a yearly business! of 5300,000.
Among the services offered by Actuel TraductionsJ^the
translation of commercial, technical and other materials in
over 32 languages, among them Farsi, Chinese, Arabic and
Ukrainian. Mr. Alyskewych's firm also translates graphs,
illustrated operating manuals and blueprints.

Georges Alyskewych

Born in Argentina, Mr. Alyskewych studied commerce and
later studied architecture in France for three years. Once
Actuel Traductions becomes more established, Mr. Alyske–
wych hopes to open his own architectural firm and have his
wife, Elisabeth nee Centkewycz, handle the translating
business.
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The radio show, which included an
with Dr. Gratovich and a
discussion of Ukrainian music, is
broadcast in New England and in New

Gratovich co-hosts interview
radio program

Eugene Gratovich

BOSTON - To help celebrate the
63th anniversary of Ukraine's indepen–
dence on January 22, violinist Eugene
Gratovich appeared as co-host on
Robert Lurtsema's popular morning
"ProMusica" radio show on Boston's
WGBH. The three-hour show, "Music
for Ukrainian independence Day,"
featured the recording "20th Century
Ukrainian violin Music" performed by
Dr. Gratovich (violin) and virko Baley
(piano). The program also included
Levko Revutsky's "Symphony No. 2"
and traditional folk songs.
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York. Dr. Gratovich received a per–
sonal message of thanks from the host,
Mr. Lurtsema: "Many thanks for your
invaluable contribution to the understanding of music of Ukraine."
Messrs. Gratovich and Baley will
appear in concert at Carnegie Recital
Hall on March 25 at 8 p.m., and in
Boston at Longy School of Music of
Cambridge on Friday, March 20,8 p.m
The program will include music by
Ukrainian composers and a U.S. premier
of "Hqbelen" by Yolodymyr Huba.
This concert is dedicated to the late
Jacob Yerbitzki (1900-79).

WEEKEND
PREVIEW
Saturday, February 7
" The SUSTA Hromada of Syra–
cuse University is sponsoring a dance
at the Ukrainian National Home,
1317 W. Fayette St., Syracuse, N.Y.
Music will be provided by iskra. The
dance is held in observance of the
20th anniversary of Ukrainian Stud–
ies at the university. All proceeds will
go to benefit the needs of the Ukrai–
nian language department.
" The Ukrainian Medical Associa–
tion of North America and the
Ukrainian Engineers' Society of
America will hold their traditional
banquet-ball, featuring.the presenta–
tion of debutantes, at the Pierre
Hotel, Fifth Avenue and 61st Street
in New York.
Sunday, February 8
" A music program devoted to
Ukrainian composer Mykola Ly–
senko, featuring Andriy Dobriansky,
bass-baritone, Edward Evanko, te–
nor, standing-in for Roman Osad–
chuk, and Thomas Hrynkiw, piano
accompaniment, will be held at 3
p.m. at the Ukrainian institute of
America, 2 E. 79th St., New York.
" The New York branch of the
Ukrainian Music institute is holding
a concert at 4 p.m. in St. George
Academy 215 E. Sixth St. Taking
part in the concert will be: students of
the UM1, the Young Dumka choir,
the SUMrA School of Ukrainian
Subjects and the kindergarten run by
UNWLA Branch 83. An added fea–
ture will be an exhibit of works by
Lubomyr Kuzma. There will be a
buffet following the concert.
Saturday, February 14
' SUMTA will hold its annual
debutante ball at the Terrace Ballroom of the New York Statler Hil–
ton Hotel, Seventh Avenue and
.'33rd. Street. The ball starts at 8:30
p.m.
Saturday, February 14 - Sunday,
February 15
" A Ukrainian Festival is slated as
part of the cultural heritage program
during an Exhibition of Traditional
Textile Arts of Central and Eastern
Europe which opened on February 1
in Binghampton, N.Y. at the Rober–
son Center for the Arts and Sciences.
The exhibition runs through March
15.
The Hutsul 'Evening starts at 7:30
p.m., featuring the Cheremosh dance
group from Philadelphia and the
showing of Paradzhanov's film"Sha–
dows of Forgotten Ancestors" at the
Sears-Harkness Theater. Tickets for
the Saturday festival: S3.
The following events are scheduled
for Sunday, February 15, from 1-6
p.m., (and are free of charge): Films:
"Pysanka," "Jardslawa Luchak's
Easter," "Teach Me to Dance," "i've
Never Walked the Steppes," "Cana–
dians. Can Dance," and "Kurelek";
dance performances; craft demon–
strations: pysanka decorating, Hut–
sul ceramics, embroidery; as well as
displays and food sales.
The series of programs includes
Czech, Moravian and Slovak festi–
vals, as well as a textile symposium
and ethnographic films.
Ongoing exhibits:
" Jacques Hnizdovsky is featured
in a group exhibit in a worldclass
woodcut exhibition, along with
Leonard Raskin, Rockwell Kent.
Fritz Euhcnberg. Will Barnet and
others, ai the Art Connection Gallery
of Saint 1 nuislnc. llie exhibit which
it onlinucd on page 12)
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Metrinkos say...
(Continued from page 3)

"1 said, 'How were you treated?""
Harry Metrinko reported. "He said, І
wouldn't want to say the words Fd
like to.' "
At the end, the hostages were told
only to pack a few belongings for
another change in their location and
during the trip to the airport Metrinko rode in a car with bla,ck–
ened windows, while others were in
buses - they were kept ignorant of
their imminent freedom.
"Yesterday was the first time he
had seen his colleagues," Harry
Metrinko said. "Many he didn't
recognize because of the change of
their appearance."
The former hostage himself also
looked very different, sporting a new
beard and a few new gray hairs in
addition to having lost weight.
His mother asked why he had
remained in the background as the
freed Americans deplaned in Algeria
and West Germany. "He said, '1
didn't want anyone to see how 1 was
dressed. My pants were torn,'" Alice
Metrinko said, "He said, 'Mom, my
shirt and trousers were all falling off
me,' " his father added.
Besides talking to his mother and
father, who live in a second-floor
apartment over Harry Metrinko's bar,
the former hostage also spoke briefly
to a local television reporter who
remained outside the house after the
Metrinkos had shooed the press
away. The reporter, Mary Ellen
Keating of W D A U - T V , said Met–
rinko had described a Christmas
filming of the hostages in which he
appeared. He said he called his
captors "liars and bums" but his
words were not broadcast to the
world.

Sulyk...
(Continued from page 1)

and abroad, so as to ensure its spiritual
growth and unity, and promote coope–
ration and hierachieal deference to the
patriarch of our "Pomisna'' Church and
its holy Synod, in accordance with the
traditions of the Kiev-Halych Metro–
politanate within the holy Universal and
Apostolic. Church, headed by Peter's
successor.
"We ask all our faithful Ukrainian
brethren to join in prayers of thanksgiving for this blessed and happy
occasion.?
Msgr. Sulyk was born in Ukraine in
1924. He received his preparation for
the priesthood in Germany and in the
United States. Having completed his

Proposed amendment...
(Continued from page 3)

permit children of a Canadian citizen to
receive their education in the minority
language in which any one of the
children has started his or her education
in Canada.
During the lengthy process of draft–
ing a new constitution, many ethnic
organizations submitted briefs to the
special joint committee seeking to gain
constitutional guarantees for minority
rights in Canada.
According to Mr. Fleming: "En–
ircnching І he concept of multiculturalism
in the Canadian Constitution, a docu'–
mcni which represents the fundamental
national framework for all Canadians.
present and future, has been a longsought goal of many ethnoculiural
communities in Canada."

"He talked in a regular normal
voice, the way he always talked," his
father said. "That made us feel very
happy."
Although the family wrote regu–
larly, Michael Metrinko said he
received only one letter from them, it
included a newspaper clipping with a
photograph of his parents with thenSecretary of State Edmund D. Muskie
last fall.
"He said, 'You got fat,' " his
mother said. "1 said it was the clothes
on me."
Not only was he denied letters
from home but also news of world
events, he said. He learned of the
shah's death only accidentally, from
the back of a sports page given him.
He said if his captors knew what was
on the other side of the sheet, he
wouldn't have seen it.
"He didn't lose hope, but he did
say he didn't know if they'd ever get
out of there," his father said.
After his solitary confinement,
Metrinko said, he had first one
roommate — Lt.. Col. David M.
. Roeder, the deputy Air Force attache
— and then two others his parents
did not identify.
Throughout his confinement, Mi–
chael Metrinko told his parents, he
throught about fixing up the. old
family house. "Does the kitchen need
a painting. Dad?' he said. "He said
he'd start right in on that," his father
said.
As for his son's future, Harry
Metrinko said, "He's definitely going
to stay in the State Department. He
loves it."
After calling home, Michael Me–
trinko also phoned his brothers,
Peter, an interstate. Commerce
Commission attorney, and Gregory,
an Anne ArundeL County, Md.,
school administrator.
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J DEAR READERS,
!
І
І
І
!
І

The Weekly editorial staff is interested in the reactions of readers to the
types of news and features carried in The Weekly, and the amount of
coverage devoted to them. For this reason, we ask our readers to fill out the
questionnaire below and return it as soon as possible.
The questionnaire is designed to evaluate our performance so that we
may better serve you.

І
І
j
j

1. Listed below are categories of news and features regularly carried by The
Ukrainian Weekly. Please indicate next to each category how much
coverage you would like to see devoted to it (much more, more, same, less,
or much less) by placing an X in the appropriate space.

The Weekly Questionnaire

І

MUCH
MORE

MUCH
LESS

art
books
church affairs
community n e w s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
conferences, congresses
dissidents
І
І editorials
І exhibits, festivals
І music
І New Quiz
j Panorama of Ukrainian
і Events in Big Apple
І politics
science, scholarship"
social (promotions,
achievements)
Soyuzivka
sports
student life
І Uke-eye
І UNA
І youth organizations

І
І
І
j

j 11.1 regularly read the following news or features in The Ukrainian Weekly
І (choose from the list above):

І ill, 1 most enjoyed The Ukrainian Weekly's features on (list any particular
І features that you especially enjoyed; be specific):
І
studies at the. Catholic University in І
Washington with a master's degree in І
theology, he was ordained a priest in І
1952.
j
His priestly work took him to Oma– j iv. І least enjoyed the following features published in The Ukrainian Weekly
ha. Neb., Brooklyn, N.Y., Minersville,j (be specific):
Pa., Youngstown, Ohio,and Frackville, ^
Pa. Msgr. Sulyk has been pastor of the j
Ukrainian. Catholic church in Perth j
Amboy, N.J., since Т962.ІП addition to І
pastoral assignments, he held the dio– J
cesan offices of chancery secretary, v- Additional comments:
diocesan consultor and member of the J
diocesan tribunal.
j.
Msgr. Sulyk will receive episcopal j
consecration in Rome from Cardinal і
Joseph Slipyj, the major archbishop І W. Age:
and head of the Ukrainian. Catholic І
Sex:
Church. His installation as archbishop j
City and state of residence:
of Philadelphia and Metropolitan of the J
Occupation:
Ukrainian Church in the United States j
if student:
will be held afterwards in the immacu– і
field of study:
late Conception Cathedral in Philadel– j
school:
phia.
І
Name (optional):
The Rev. Lotocky was born in Bu– І
chach, Ukraine', in 1915. He was ordain– j
ed a priest in 1940 in Czecho-Slovakia
PLEASE CL1P OUT AND RETURN NO LATER THAN MARCH 1 TO:
and was awarded a doctorate in theo– J
The Ukrainian Weekly
logy from the University of vienna in j
30 Montgomery St.
1945.
j
І
Jersey City, N.J. 07302
Upon emigrating to the United States j
in 1946, the Rev. Lotocky served in the j
Thank you for you cooperation.
Basilian monastery near Pittsburgh, Pa. ^
He was hegumen of the Order of St. Basil
1
1
и
the Great as well as the parish priest of
St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church
War
t
to
be
a
member
in New York in 1957. The following
year, he served in the Basilian mona–
'
of t!– e bigg6st Ukrainian family
stery in Glen Cove. N. Y. He was also pastor of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic
ie
free
world?
in
tr
Church in Chicago, and most recently,
Well, join the UNA!
pastor of the immaculate Conception
Ukrainian. Catholic. Church in Ham–
И
Д5С
tramck, Mich.
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importance. The Russian tsars, were
also "foreigners" (primarily, of German
origin). Under the tsars, the Russian
of the empire aspire to a mode of ministers were often "foreigners" - e.g.,
(Continued from page 7)
existence different from that which is the Bankendorfs, the Dubelts. But they
often express an unequivocal view held out to them by the Russian reality.
all acted as Russian imperial politicians,
regarding the necessity of maintaining 1 am not referring here to the type of
and not as German or French ones. No
the Russian empire. How is this to be people who read the samvydav, but to
one would seriously advance the thesis
understood in the face of the reality of 'he workers and peasants. What disturbs
that, under the tsars, Russia as a nation
which you speak?
me in the Russians is that on one hand, was a' nullity, governed by clever foreign
it seems as if they were completely manipulators.
incapable of putting themselves in the
The Russian nation has its traditions,
A: 1 haven't met such Russians abroad situation of other nations and of underits aspirations and values; and 1 for one,
yet. Perhaps, once 1 do meet them, ill standing how others see them — such an
believe that its future as a nation lies in
understand their position, in the idea simply never enters their head; on
objective self-appraisal and not in
meantime, their reasoning remains the other hand, when told in straightfor–
seeking "foreign" scapegoats. A certain
uncomprehensible to me. І tend to think ward terms how they are perceived by
balance has to be reached between selfthat these people are overly sensitive the captive nations, they comprehend
respect and self-criticism, which would
and suffer from a pathological sense of quickly enough, retorting: "Fine, let
ensure the Russians the opportunity of
Russian nationalism. They feel that as them live apart."
becoming a full-fledged nation, one on
Russians, they are being looked down
І see a definite need, therefore, for an equal footing with others, or even a
upon and discriminated against.
- some sort of an ellucidatory campaign potential leader in the cultural and
among
the Russians, i'm not certain spiritual domain.
All their reasoning is directed solely
toward safeguarding their national self- whether such a campaign would reach
The view that communism is an
existence. As long as their national self- the messianically oriented Russian, but intrinsically Russian phenomenon is
existence is bound up with the existence it might have some effect on the average equally erroneous, it is enough to take
of the empire, then, the existence of this Russian who simply hasn't given any note of the existence of China and other
empire, along with themessianicpreten– thought to the matter.
Communist regimes which are just as
sions which also form a part of the
aggressive as the USSR, only they lack
Russian tradition, constitute an integral
the necessary power-base for all-out
Q: in the Russian emigre press, there aggression.
part of the self-understanding of the
Russian people as a "great" nation, it is is an ongoing discussion about the
An ideology which negates national
true that this messianic tradition has not essence of Russian communism. Some particularity, and lays claim to univer–
hold
the
view
that
communism
is
a
left the Russians indifferent to the fate
sality and global reach, which does not
of other nations, but this concern takes phenomenon which is extraneous to accept the principle that each nation
Russia, which has been foisted upon it should look after its own good and not
on a particular manifestation.
by "foreigners" who learned it from the impse its prescriptive views on others —
in Russia, one readily notices a
West. Others hold the view that Russian
widespread and keen interest in West- communism is an intrinsically national such an ideology leads to aggression,
em Europe and the Near East, whereas phenomenon, deeply rooted in Russian both internal and external, if a govern–
in lsrael, for example, curiosity about history. Among those who have ex- ment does not see itself primarily as a
life in the USSR is casual, at best. That pressed their views on this matter were national government, but as a suprais to say, the Russian messianic tradition Solzhenitzyn, Atkind, Richard Pipes national one, as a government of uni–
versal justice, then it becomes quite
fosters the feeling that, other nations are and others. What is your view?
natural for it to want to set the whole
both important and vital to them, and
world in order rather than to minister to
that social and political developments
A: 1 have just recently emigrated from the needs of its own nation.
in other countries have a direct bearing the Soviet Union and haven't had
on Russia, it is quite natural then, that sufficient time to familiarize myself with
Q: it seems to me that you have
people who are so vitally concerned, feel the emigre press. Nevertheless, 1 find it
the need to meddle in everything. What most demeaning to imply that the Rus– partially reiterated the arguments pre–
is more, they begin to think that they are sian people could become a mere play- sented by both sides in this controversy;
somehow superior to others, because thing in the hands of a group of "foreig– those who put the blame on Communist
while others are preoccupied only with ners." Do the proponents of the "ex– ideology, as well as those who see the
themselves, Russia is concerned about traneousness" theory really believe that fault in the Russian historical tradition.
the whole world. Such reasoning can their nation is made up of fools, of
A: Not really; 1 simply wanted to say
only lead to the formation of a Russian people without any historical tradition,
complex: we, so to speak, are special which can be manipulated at will by that communism is a complex pheno–
people; we carry the responsibility for would-be usurpers?! The foreign ele– menon. l am not familiar with the
the whole world; therefore, it is our ment which did in fact"exist, could sway -details-of thecontroversy;T haven"t"yet
historic mission to rule the world. This, the masses only because it knew all too had the time to bring myself up to date. І
1 believe, is the basis for the Russian well their disposition, traditions and only want to say that the imperial
ideolgy which is manifest in Russia,
messianic consciousness.
specific characteristics; that is to say, it
if one speaks about the collective knew how to deal specifically with this didn't appear ex nihilo. Russia accepted
communism
not as something foreign
consciousness of the Russian people, particular nation.
and extrinsic, because communism
then it is clear that the average citizen
revealed a certain affinity with its
doesn't give much thought to the fact
The question of the origins of the
that the other nations which form part leaders seems to me to be of secondary national traditions and became united
with them.
І think that in this controversy, if І
understand it correctly, neither side is
absolutely right, it seems that each side
is caught up in exclusive and absolute
claims of partial truths, but truth is
always many-sided.

interview with Heifetz...

To The Weekly contributors:

W e greatly appreciate the materials — feature articles, news stories, press
dippings, letters to the editor, and the like — w e receive from our readers.

in order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that the
guidelines listed below b e followed.
9 News stories should b e sent in not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
given event.
„
9 information about upcoming events must be received by noon of the Monday
before the d a t e of The Weekly edition in which the information is to be published.
9 All materials must be typed a n d doubled-spaced.
9 Newspaper a n d magazine dippings must be accompanied by the name of
the publication a n d the d a t e of the edition.
9 Photographs submitted for publication must b e black a n d white (or color with
good contrast). They will b e returned only when so requested and accompanied by
a stamped, addressed envelope.
9 C o r r e c t E n g l i s h - l a n g u a g e s p e l l i n g s of n a m e s must b e p r o v i d e d .
9 Materials must be sent directly to: The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St.,
Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
All materials are published at the discretion of the editorial staff and are subject
to editing.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
-

Editor

Q: Going back to life in the camps,
what are the relations between Ukrai–
nian and Jewish political prisoners, and
what is the attitude of the Ukrainian
political prisoners towards the Jewish
people as a nation, and to UkrainianJewish relations in general?

:
;

'У
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national interest, that they have a
national identity, and that having
struggled for their national liberation,
they are capable of understanding
another nation which is struggling for a
similar goal, from this time the relations
became friendly.
Generally, 1 would say that there are
no problems in the relations between
Ukrainians and Jews, at least among the
nationally conscious dissidents of both
peoples, it is pleasant to think, that in
our problem-ridden age, at least this
one important problem has been resolved.
Q: Unfortunately, this problem hasn't
been resolved abroad.
A: Then we will make every effort to
see that it is.
The Public Committee for Jewish Ukrainian
Cooperation has been working in this
direction.
in the Novy Amerikanetz interview, Mr.
Heifetz, in speaking of existing contacts
between the committee and Ukrainian
organizations abroad, mentioned that next
summer a group of Ukrainians from America
will be going to lsrael to spend over a month
on a kibbutz.
When asked about the reasons for his
involvement in the committee, Mr. Heifetz
pointed out that, apart from having become
close friends with many Ukrainians, he
foresees mutual strategic political advantages
from such cooperation.
Past and present alienation notwithstand–
ing, Mr. Heifetz thinks that both peoples are
natural allies, not only in their common
struggle against the Soviet regime, but also
in the future - after the collapse of the
Soviet empire. "Pm convinced that the
Soviet empire is not eternal; the nationalities
question will help speed its demise. Sooner
tor later Ukraine will be free, independent., it
is important to consider what the relations of
lsrael with this'nation are going to be," Mr.
Heifetz said.

Newark.
(Continued from page 4)

2. Those present support the actions
taken in this matter by the Committee
for Law and Order in the UCCA.
3. if efforts by the Committee for Law
and Order in the UCCA to resolve the
current crisis in the UCCA prove futile,
those present propose that a new organ–
ization be set up which would establish
contacts'with Ukrainians of all genera–
tions and which would be a worthy and
responsible representative of the Uk–
rainian community in America.

LA center offers
pysanka decorating class
LOS ANGELES - As part of its
program, the Ukrainian Art Center is
offering a course in decorating Ukrai–
nian easter eggs (pysanky). Classes for
youngsters will be held on two consecu–
tive Saturdays, April 4 and 11, from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. Classes for adults will
be on two consecutive Sundays, March
29 and April 5, from 1 to 4 p.m.

A: Jewish and Ukrainian political
prisoners were friends in prison, they
were like brothers. We took part in all
Zenia Wrzesniewski, a local artist
protests together; we fought side by specializing in this batik method of
side.
decorating eggs, will teach the two
І gave much thought to Ukrainian- separate classes, which will be held at
Jewish relations and have come to the center, 4315 Melrose Ave., Los
understand that the turning point in the Angeles. All materials will be provided.
history of the relations of our two
peoples was the founding of the state of
All interested are invited to register
lsrael.
і by calling Daria Chaikovsky at (213)
The moment Ukrainians realized that 668-0172 between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
Jews have their own state, their own Monday thru Saturday.
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The Madrid Conference.
(Continued from page 5)
new proposals phase in January and
February.
Basket ill could not be separated from
Although there was little strong
detente, in the words of the U.S.
delegate: "Fulfillment of these (Basket sentiment in favor of the Maltese
proposal, the United States and Canada
ill) commitments is a necessary condi– were the only countries which openly
tion for building detente; it is not a prize opposed the idea - primarily on the
to be awarded for 'good behavior.' " grounds, based on past experience, that
When the Madrid meeting resumes it would open the door to an unproduc–
on January 27, the Basket ill working Ttive discussion of the Arab-lsraeli
group will turn to a more detailed dispute.
examination of the 30 new proposals
submitted prior to the December break.
The U.S. delegation (including cornWestern priorities lie with adoption of mission staff members Martin Sletzinger
proposals designed to facilitate the freer and Samuel Wise) argued that the
movement of people and ideas, areas NPMs' contributions provided for in
where current implementation has been the procedures - single statements in
found to be lacking.
the plenary and in the subsidiary work–
The essential elements of such im– ing body - were sufficient.
provements are contained in a package
of ideas developed by the European
Almost all. CSCE participants had
Community, in consultation with NATO good words to say about the 1979
and co-sponsored by the United States. valletta meeting of experts on econo–
These proposals, many of which are a mic, scientific and cultural cooperation
repetition of ideas presented at Bel- in the Mediterranean although many
grade, provide that emigration requests were careful not to praise it too highly
should normally be granted, that visa lest the Maltese take it as a sign of
fees and waiting periods should be additional commitment. A number of
reduced and that applicants for emi– delegations including the United States,
gration should not be disadvantaged described cooperative efforts underwith regard to employment, social taken to implement the provisions of
benefits or other rights.
the Mediterranean chapter. Discussion
in addition, the United States has in the working body of Mediterranean
tabled a proposal on access to archival security issues was rather general and
material and another calling for the perfunctory following a fiery Maltese
convening of an experts' meeting on speech in the plenary describing the
family reunification.
Mediterranean as a virtual tinderbox
At first reading, Eastern proposals and laying the blame heavily but not
appear to be efforts to offset Western
initiatives, by matching them with an
equal number suggesting action in more
neutralfields,–or proposing action the
West is likely to find unacceptable. One
such Soviet proposal calls for the
cessation of broadcasts by Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty in what is
clearly an effort to counter the Western
information proposal, a section of
which deals with jamming.

exclusively on israel and the United
States.
The speech, delivered by a special
advisor to Maltese President Dom
Mintoff, struck many delegations as an
extreme statement which added nothing
constructive to the meeting and which
confirmed earlier misgivings of those
who had unenthusiastically agreed to
the Maltese proposal for a special
agenda item on Mediterranean securityDelegation Co-Chairman Kampelman
delivered a firm rebuttal to the speech in
the Mediterranean SWB, noting that
attacks on israel or any other state
associated with the. CSCE were not
helpful to the process.

certainly will receive major attention
during the next phase of the meeting
because, in some form or other, it is
likely to be Malta's price for giving
consensus to the adoption of other
proposals at the meeting. Other Maltese
proposals include a provision for increased contributions^ by the nonparticipating Mediterranean states, the
creation of ad-hoc meetings of Medi–
terranean states and an endorsement of
the results of the valletta meeting.

Of the five new proposals on the
Mediterranean introduced at the meet–
ing, four came from Malta. The propo–
sal which it is believed the Maltesegive
top priority calls for CSCE membernation support for Malta's Declaration
of Neutrality. This proposal almost

Follow-up

(Continued on pafe 12)

Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted.
MAKE YOURSELF HEARD. Send materials to The Weekly,

As has been the case ever since it was
agreed that there should be a special
chapter in the Helsinki Final Act on the
Mediterranean, the discussion of this
subject at Madrid focused largely on
initiatives put forward by the delegation
from Malta.
Spurred by the Maltese, who see the
CSCE as offering Malta a special place
as activist and mediator in the Mediter–
ranean area, the working body on the
Mediterranean concentrateb' on four
subjects during the first segment of the
Madrid meeting: the role of the nonparticipating Mediterranean states
(NPMSs); a– review of cooperative
efforts in the area since the 1979 meeting
of experts in the Maltese capital of
valletta; a discussion of security issues
in the region; and a preliminary con–
sideration of new proposals.

For more information write to

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street, 3rd Fl.
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

The U.S. delegation, in the follow-up
working body, was headed by commis–
sion Staff Director R. Spencer Oliver

Attention, students!

Mediterranean

Although the procedures finally
adopted for the Madrid meeting assigned the non-participating Mediter–
ranean states (Morocco, Tunisia, Lib–
ya, Algeria, Egypt, israel,"Lebanon and
Syria) the same limited role they had
had at the first review meeting in
Belgrade, the Maltese, early in the
Madrid meeting, mounted an effort to
have these rules changed for the next
phase of the meeting. Claiming that the
procedures adopted — which allow for
individual statements without the other
NPMSs present - did not provide for
dignified and useful contributions by
the non-participating Mediterranean
states, the Maltese proposed that these
states be permitted to participate "on an
equal footing" during the three-week

The lone non-Maltese proposal, put
forward by Yugoslavia, contains gene–
ral ideas on peace and security in the
Mediterranean.
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The Madrid Conference...
(Continued from page 11)
assisted by commission staff member
Martin Sletzinger. The attention of this
subsidiary working body concentrated
on the folio wing areas: the experience of
the Madrid preparatory meeting: cx–
p e r t s ' meetings"; and new p r o p o s a l s
including the site of the next Belgrade^
M a d r i d - t y p e m e e t i n g . Over Eastern
bloc objections, most NATO and neu–
tral-non-aligned delegations, led by the
United States and the United Kingdom,
criticized the l e n g t h y , inconclusive
wrangling which characterized the nine–
and-one-half-week preparatory meeting
to the Madrid Conference. Western
nations insisted that efforts must be
m a d e to avoid a r e p e t i t i o n of the
Madrid preparatory meeting by agrce–
ing to keep future preparatory meetings
short
a maxium of three weeks —
with a clearer and more specific mandate.
Most d e l e g a t i o n s , b o t h East and
West, j u d g e d the e x p e r i e n c e of the

experts' meetings held between Belgrade
and Madrid - the Hamburg .ScientificForum, the Malta meeting on Mediter–
rancan Cooperation and the Montreux
Meeting on Peaceful S e t t l e m e n t of
D i s p u t e s - t o have been g e n e r a l l y
positive. Most NATO countries, as well
as the Soviets, however, warned against
a proliferation of such meetings after
Madrid, agreeing that three to four
meetings balanced a m o n g the basic
areas of the Final Act would suffice.
in addition, the United States, United
Kingdom and other NATO delegations
insisted that future experts' meetings
ought to deal with important topics,
have a reasonable chance for success
and be distributed equitably, including
the possibility of a meeting in North
America.
Belgium and Rumania both proposed
their capitals as possible sites for the
n e x t review m e e t i n g after M a d r i d .
While the Rumanians have formally
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The proposals on which the greatest
attention has been focused and on
which the greatest hopes have been
pinned are those relating to military
security. Most C S C E participants
clearly want s o m e t h i n g positive to
emerge from the numerous proposals
put forward in this field, which includes
a comprehensive set of proposals ad–
vanced by the French on one hand
and the Warsaw Pact on the other.
if there is some progress in this area,
then we can hope for and should insist
on comparable progress in other areas
such as human rights and human contacts. The exact nature of such progress
will have to be negotiated in.light of
what can be achieved in the military
area.
^–
However, it is absolutely essential
that there should -be a defensible ba–
lance between the various components
of the Final Act if the CSCE process is
to avoid becoming as the Soviets would
like, a Europe-wide forum exclusively
for disarmament discussions.

tabled a proposal in support of Bucha–
rest. the Belgians have only pressed the
c a n d i d a c y of Brussels verbally, in
addition. Rumania and Finland tabled
proposals calling for the establishment
of mechanisms to insure the contin–
nous, multilateral implementation of
the follow-up provisions of the Final
Act.
The Finnish proposal envisages.
"CSCE committees" composed of re–
presentalives of the signatory states,
which would meet three or four times in
the period between review meetings of
the Madrid type to organize the experts,
meetings, to serve as the preparatory
meeting.for the next review conference
and to conduct an exchange of views on
m a t t e r s of c o m m o n i n t e r e s t t o the
signatory states.
The Rumanian proposal calls for the
establishment of "permanent machi–
nery" consisting of representatives of
the signatory states which would meet
periodically between review meetings in
A c host country of the most recent
meeting for an exchange of views and
information on current problems.

WEEKEND
PREVIEW

Given the negative attitude of the
East and many West European coun–
tries towards institutionalization of the
CSCE process, it is unlikely that cither
the Rumanian or Finnish proposals will
be adopted.

(Continued from page 8) -

opened on January 24, runs through
Saturday, February 28. The gallery is
located at 42 Maryland Plaza; in
the. Central Westend; Saint Louis,
Mo. 63108. Telephone: (314) 3673338.
' Photography exhibit comprising
some 200 photographs of Ukraine by
Emil Antsis, filmmaker, art photo–
grapher and photo journalist, who
emigrated from Kiev in 1978. The
exhibit which opens February 1, will
r u n t h r o u g h F e b r u a r y 15 at the
Ukrainian Artist's Association Gal–
lery, (Fourth Floor), 136 Second
Ave. New Y o r k . Gallery h o u r s :
Tuesday through Friday, 6-8 p.m.;
weekends, 1-8 p.m.

Prospects for second phase
When the Madrid meeting resumes
on January 27, the focus of the proceed–
ings will have shifted radically from the
frequently contentious review of imple–
mentation phase to consideration of
new proposals for the future. Western
domination of the meeting, owing to the
need to document past Soviet and East
European violations of numerous provisions of the Final Act will have given
way to a general search for new mea–
sures which could strengthen the CSCE
process.
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Albany

Trenton

(Continued from іи;і' 1)

struggle against Communist oppres–
sion.
Following Mr. Litynsky's remarks,
the Zorepad Ukrainian dance ensemble
of Troy, under the direction of Roma
Pryma-Bohachevsky. performed sever–
al numbers, after which former state
Sen. Edwin Mason delivered a short
address.

To Commemorate
the 63rd Anniversary
of Ukrainian independence
a Ukrainian Dance
and
Ensemble

Among the state legislators present at
the program were: Assemblymen Dick
Connors. Neil Kelleher. Tony Casale.
Minority Leader James Emery, Spea–
ker Stanley Fink and sponsoring
Assemblymen Hinchey and Hoblock.
State Senate members included Hugh
Farley and Minority Leader Manfred
Ohrenstein as well as state Sens. Bruno,
Cook and Anderson. Also in at–
tendance was Walter Kwas, Ulster
County legislator and manager of
Soyuzivka, and Tom Witkowski, Rens–
selcar County legislator.
The program, which was also at–
tended by uniformed members of Plast
and SUM-A. closed with a return
performance by the dance ensemble and
two songs by the UNWLA choir from
Watervlict.
Following the program, a reception
sponsored by the UNWLA branchesof
Cohoes (34). Watervlict (99) and Trin
(114) was held in an adjoining room.
The reception, which was attended by
nearly 150 guests, was coordinated by
Doxia Kushnir. Also lending a hand
were representatives of the Women's
Association for the Defense of Four
Freedoms lor Ukraine in Amsterdam.
N.Y. Funding was provided by the
Albany branch of the l'CCA.

(Continued from page 1)

Ukrainian independence Day, spoke
briefly of the strength and vitality of the
Ukrainian community in New Jersey.
After signing the proclamation, Gov.
Byrne distributed commemorative pens
to children dressed in traditional Ukrai–
nian costumes, who had presented him
with a small gift on behalf of the New
Jersey UCCA.
in the Assembly, a resolution concern–
ihg Ukraine's struggle for indepen–
dence sponsored by Assemblymen Wil–
liam Bate of Clifton and Tom Deverin
of Carteret, and co-sponsored by seve–
ral others, was unanimously approved
by the body. The resolution also called
for a review of the curriculum for
studies of Ukraine and Ukrainians.
Speaker Christopher Jackman then
turned the floor over to attorney Ken–
neth Wanio who spoke on the import–
ance of continuing the tradition of
marking Ukrainian independence Day
in light of world events.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY I ,
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curriculum of the various colleges and
universities in the state as they relate to
the study of Ukrainians and other
captive peoples. Previous years' resolu–
tions had asked this of the department
of education, and its compliance result–
ed in a commendation and encourage–
ment in the 1981 resolution to continue
this review in the various school dis–
tricts
Speaking before the Senate, Mrs.
Smorodsky disputed the notion that,
after 63 years, the Ukrainian communi–
ty should give up the struggle for
Ukrainian independence, noting that
the Jews had to wait 2.000 years for a
free homeland. "We do not intend to be

any less patient," Mrs. Smorodsky told
the Senate.
Ukrainian organizations represented
at the three-part program included New
Jersey chapters of the Ukrainian Na–
tional Women's League of America,
Plast, Plast-Pryiat, the Providence
Association of Ukrainan Catholics, the
Organization for the Defense of Four
Freedoms for Ukraine, SUM-A and the
UCCA.
Also present was the Rev. Bohdan
Zelechiwsky, pastor of the Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Tren–
ton, and the Rev. Yaroslaw Fedyk,
pastor of St. Josaphat Ukrainian Cath–
olic Church, also in Trenton.

1
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

FOR THE ACADEMiC YEAR 1981782
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university. WHO

HAVE BEEN MEMBERS OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR AT LEAST
The Senate resolution, which was
sponsored by Sens. Caufield and Jo–
seph Hirkala, also passed unanimously,
in addition to the section dealing with
Ukrainian independence, the resolution
also called on Gov. Byrne to direct the
department of education to review the

TWO YEARS Applicants are judged on the basis of scholastic record, financial need
and involvement in Ukrainian community and student life. Applications are to be sub–
mitted no later than March 3 1 . 1981. For applications form write to:

J

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
30 Montgomery Street m Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

Б

агата і цінна скарбниця спадщини нашої музичної культури
є невідємною частиною нашої ідентичности, як українців,
не тільки, як форма вислову і зв'язку з іншими, але як суттєвий
засіб для дальшого плекання нашої духовости.

Т

акі напрямні і глибокий духовий приклад, для досвіду
мого життя, я дістала в спадщині від мого улюбленого
покійного Батька, ВОЛОДИМИРА ШСИКА, незабутнього
вчителя-скрипаля, що все те глибокодумно культивував.

Я

краз наближаються Ю-ті роковини Його смерти. Щоб це
спом'янути, хочу поділитися з Українським Громадянством
моїм особливим виявом-музичною платівкою, шо 11 із зернятка
засіяла, розцвіла і виростила любов мого ПОКІЙНОГО Батька.

Т

ож Йому, якому завдячую всю музичну наснагу в моїй душі,
присвячую цю першу платівку-альбом українських пісень
"КВІТКА"
Квітка Шейк

The five most
dangerous
words in the
English
language.
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part ні our identity as
HKJC nf expression and eon
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r musical heritage is jn integral
n u n s and serves not ОПІ)

as a

cation, but also as a vital ingre–

T

hrough his guidance and inspiring example my own exp"
enee uiih ihji heritage was thoughtful!) cultivated bv
beloved father and lrienj. violinist and lcacher. Wolodvr

N
T

ow. as we approach lhe lcnlh J
ol his death. І .
proud lo he able lo share with you some measure of the
flowering of that seed so patiently tended by mv lather's love

American
Cancer
Society
TH1S S f t v a COWTHieuTED AS A FUBUC

SUNKk

o him. to w hom 1 owe lhe music in my soul. І dedicate mv ПгМ
record album ol Ukrainian songs. KviTKA
Kv itka G s v k
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Pennsylvania Lt. Gov. William Scranton.
A motorcade escorted the ex-hostage
(Continued from page 1)
into Scranton past thousands of flaps,
The latest was a Christmas card yellow ribbons and placards welcoming
received on January 14 in which Mr. him home. Over 5,000 people - includ–
Metrinko wrote: "1 miss home and the ing school children who had been given
people there a lot — 1 had thought the day off —jammed courthouse
homesickness was beyond me after all square in that city to greet him.
these years, but 1 guess 1 was wrong.
As the motorcade approached Oly–
"One can never learn to really appre– phant, the crowds grew. Policemen, fire
ciate something until one no longer has trucks and high school bands from
it — 1 never knew what my home and neighboring towns joined what turned
my country meant until 1 left them, and into a huge mile-long parade.
І never knew what liberty was until 1 lost
At one point Mr. Metrinko said: "it
it," he said in the card written on was impossible for me to think that
December 18, 1980.
anything likethis was going on. І
thought a lot aSout the United States of
Homecoming day
America and my hometown, and you
Mr. Metrinko's homecoming day had proved that everything 1 thought was
begun with an 8 a.m. flight from Wash– right."
ington aboard a private plane to the
Asked if he felt he deserved such a
ScrantonyWilkes-Barre Airport, where celebration he laughed and answered,
he was met by a large crowd, including "No."

Thousands...

тридзаяивдяпнаазшдЖц^яжддднвпидв^

"РОМІСН UKRA1N1" - 1981
THE UKRAINIAN CANADIAN SOCIAL SERVICES, INC.
OF CANADA
announces

THE FUND RA1S1NG CAMPA1GN
"РОМІСН UKRA1N1" 1981
Donate generously to help:
a religiously and politically persecuted Ukrainians and their
families
a our dissidents and evicted Ukrainians
ш the families of those imprisoned.
Send your donations to the address of U.C.S.S.:
"РОМІСН UKRA1N1"
„,
2 4 4 5 Blqqr S t t e e t W : и Toronto, Orit. Cariada М б ^ І Р 7
з
or one of the following addresses of U.C.S.S. branches:

The Ukrainian Catholic...
(Continued from page 6)

new in the Soviet Union — but almost
always the careful observer can pick up
in advance a few hints and precursors —
a re-evaluation here, a partial reassess–
ment there. But on the issue of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church there has
been no such softening.
On the contrary, on December 3,
1980, the day following the closing of
the synod, Kiev radio put out its own
version of the events of 1946, and of the
attempts of "clerical-nationalist ideolo–
gists in the West" to distort this "outstanding event in the life of Ukrainian
believers — the unification of the
Greek-Catholic and Russian Orthodox
Churches."
The word "Russian" is not accidental
here — the theme of the talk was that
"nationalist idealists" are using the issue
of the Ukrainian Catholic Church to
drive a wedge between the Ukrainians
and "the fraternal Russian people."
inevitably, the old accusation is drag–
ged up (and, in the light of recent events,
given new significance), that the 1596
Unia was essentially a ploy of the Polish
"magnates."
To refute this would require a major
excursus into the troubled history of
17th century Ukraine with its constant
wars and alliances with Poles, Turks

5 5 8 S u m m i t Avenue "

3150 Rosemont Avenue
Suite 4
MONTREAL, Que.
H1Y 1M5

P.O. Box 2203
Station""B" ""
ST. CATHARINES, от.
L2M6P6

P.O. Box 145
Station "B"
OTTAWA. Ont.
K1P 6C3

P.O. Box-115Station "F"
THUNDER BAY, Ont.
P7C 4У5

10737 - 116th Street
EDMONTON, Alberta
T5H 3M3

However, with the supporters of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church firmly
designated as "clerical-nationalist ideo–
logists" there seems little chance at
present that Moscow will reverse its
decision - and the estimated 5 to 6
million Ukrainian Catholics in the
Soviet Union can look for little im–
mediate relief.
Nor is the consensus of the synod
likely to favor a militant support
campaign. Pastoral care will continue
to be, overtly, low-key. information on
the state of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church is to be forwarded to Madrid,
and a pastoral letter is to be drafted to
the Church in the homeland.
Moreover as one participant in the
synod was careful to point out, this
pastoral will be transmitted only via
vatican Radio. He was most distressed,
he said, by press reports that the letter
would be smuggled in for "clandestine
distribution." Such an action could only
provoke the authorities to reprisals
against the "underground" Ukrainian
Catholics whose position was already
hazardous enough.

Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 6

ANNUAL

MEMBERSHIP MEETING

1252 Barton Street Е.
HAMILTON, от.
L8H 2У9

865 Edward Street
WINDSOR, от.
N8S 2Z6

and Russians, it may, however, be
noted, that the Ukrainian classical
writers who expressed this view most
forcefully — Taras Shevchenko and
Lesia Ukrainka — were even more
vehement in their condemnation of the
1654 "union" of Ukraine and Moscovy.

SELF-RELIANCE (J.C.)
FEDERAL CRED1T UNlON

"РОМІСН UKRA1N1"
456 Main Street
WINNIPEG. Man.
R3B 1B6
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will be held
on February 22, 1981, at 3:00 p.m.
atrthe Ukrainian National Home, 90-96 Fleet St.. Jersey City, N.J.
A N N U A L MEMBERSH1P MEET1NG
of the Jersey City Branch of the Association of A m e r i c a n
Ukrainians "SELFREL1ANCE" will be held at the same
location at 2:00 p.m.

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE

ALL MEMBERS ARE C0RD1ALLY lNviTED.

THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE OF THE
UKRAINIAN CANADIAN SOCIAL SERVICES INC. OF CANADA

BOARD OF DrRECTORS

пнілпіпгшпіппипіципцгіавдопвзіовіогарппгтп

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

UNA STUDENT EDUCATlONAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rate of 307o a year only o n loans m a d e , interest
will a c c u m u l a t e d u r i n g t h e period of schooling a n d be paid d u r i n g r e p a y m e n t
period.
As of November 1. children up to 4'4 years of age who enroll for 115.000 of insurance will be guaranteed a S5.000 educational loan. Should they
enroll for S25.000 of insurance, they will be guaranteed a loan of S7.500.
Juvenile members ages 5 to 10 enrolled for S 15.000 of NEW insurance will be guaranteed а J4.000 Educational Loan, if enrolled for S25.0O0 of
protection, they will be guaranteed a loan of S6.000.
The protection herein referred to must be under UNA P-20 Certificate.
A formal notice that loan is guaranteed will be sent with Certificate of Protection when it is issued after November 1. 1980.

A UNA
FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

Certificate must remain in good standing with all assessments and dues paid until Educational loan is granted and throughout repayment period.
Certificate must be assigned to UNA during the period of the loan and its repayment. Either parents or guardian must guarantee repayment of loan
if Juvenile is under age 21 when loan is granted.
Educational loans will be nude over a four year period only for tuition to the college or institution of higher learning.
Repayment of loan begins the 3 months following graduation of applicant and must be fully repaid over a maximum of twenty equal quarterly
installments.
Should period of education for which loan was secured be reduced or terminated the repayment period will begin immediately.
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Supreme Court..
(Continued from page 3)

whether voluntary or involuntary,
made him ineligible for a visa."
Associate Justice John Paul Stevens,
one of twodissenting justices, wrote that
the majority opinion "may jeopardize
the citizenship of countless survivors of
Nazi concentration camps" who had
involuntarily assisted their captors.
Under the court's ruling the U.S.
government will no longer be required
to prove specific crimes against former
camp personnel, but merely that they
denied such service when applying for
U.S. entry visas. During Mr. Fedo–
renko's court trial, six survivors of
Treblinka failed to convince the court
that Mr. Fedorenko ever committed
any war crimes.
According to the Times, Allan A. Ryan
Jr., director of the Office of Special
investigations, the Justice Department
agency seeking to deport former Nazis,
said that most of its cases were similar to
the case aginst Mr. Fedorenko.
Mr. Fedorenko was born in
Ukraine, information about his life in
Ukraine is not known, but it is known
that he did not participate in emigre
Ukrainian community life. After ar–
riving in the United States he lived in
Connecticut and then retired in Florida.

Madrid...
(Continued from page 2)

the Soviet Union since the East-West
conference began last November, the
French delegation has put forth a
proposal to strengthen "confidencebuilding measures" between the Warsaw Pact and the Atlantic Alliance,
according to The Times. The plan,
which deals with security matters,
would, among other things, make prior'
notification of military maneuvers
compulsory, instead of voluntary as is
the practice under the current agree–
ment. The French proposal has been
approved by members of the Western
alliance except the United States.
Mr. Kampelman, who was appointed
to his post by former President Jimmy
Carter, was expected to fly to Washington last week to discuss the French proposal with Secretary of State
Alexander Haig.
The Times reported that Leonid
ilichev, head of the Soviet delegation,
said that certain "elements" contained
in the French proposal were acceptable
to Moscow, but warned tharthe failure
to convene a post - Madrid disarmanent
conference would jeopardize any future
Helsinki review meetings.
The United States and the Western
allies have long contended that a
Soviet-sponsored disarmament meeting
was unrealistic, particularly in light of
the Soviet presence in Afghanistan.
Moreover, such a conference would not
allow the raising of such issues as
human-rights violations. The Soviet
attempt to link the Helsinki process
with a disarmanent conference is viewed
by many diplomats as an attempt to
undercut the human-rights provisions
of the Helsinki agreement by shifting
the focus to security and cooperation
questions.

HELP WANTEDL
WANTED LivE 1N HOUSEKEEPER.
Non smoker, cooking 8 cleaning for 2
adults, steady position, salary open,
over 45 years or.older. Write to Harry
Dutchyshyn. 3027 N.E. 58th Street.
Fort lauderdale. Fla. 33308

DO IT WITH K0BASN1UK
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VISIT UKRAINE IN

OUR 21st YEAR OF TOURS TO UKRA1NE
14 FULLY ESCORTED NEW YORK DEPARTURES
MAY through SEPTEMBER
Lviv 5 and 6 DAY STAYS on most tours
Dept.
Date

No.
Days

JUNE 30

M1N1-LVTV І
KASHTAN
MAR1CHKA
RUTA 1
KROKODYL

Ю
13
17
17
25

JULY

6

YAviR

18

JULY

9

OREL

1б

MAY
MAY

k
lk

MAY

27

JUNE 2k

JULY 20

Z1RKA

20

JULY 29

SLOviANKA

20

AUG. 5
AUG. 10
AUG. 20

RUTA 11
M1N1-LVIV І І
ROMA

17
Ю
19

SEPT.17

MrNl-TOUR

11

SEPT.ЗО

RUTA ill

17

Tour
Price

ITINERARY
Warsaw,
Lviv,
Warsaw ...
Kiev, Lviv, Budapest
...
Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev,Kaniv...
Lviv, Ternopil, Klev,Kaniv...
Budapest, Uzhorod, Lviv,
Yalta, Zaporizhia,Kharkiv,
Poltava, Kiev, Kaniv
...
Budapest, Uzhorod, Lviv,
Yalta, Kiev, Kaniv
...
Kiev, Kaniv, Ternopil,
Lviv, Warsaw
...
Moscow, Lviv, Sochi, Kiev,
Kaniv,Leningrad,Petrodvorets.
Prague, Warsaw, Krakow,Lviv,
Kiev, Kaniv, Budapest
...
Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev,Kaniv...
Warsaw, Lviv, Warsaw
...
Kiev, Kaniv, Ternopil,
Lviv, Moscow, Rome
...
Kiev,
Lviv
OR
Kiev, Ternopil,Tviv
...
Lviv, Ternopil, Kiev,Kaniv...

Airline

Si,126
1,228
1,385
1.Ц95

K.L.M.
Swissair
Firmair
Lufthansa

1,818

Lufthansa

1.5Ц1

K.L.M.

l,b.69

Swissair

1,697

Finnair

2.1U9
1Д95
1,239

K.L.M.
Lufthansa
K.L.M.

1,798

Swissair

1,155
Finnair
1,268. Lufthansa

1981 Fully Escorted TOURS TO OTHER DEST1NAT10NS
MAY
to
MAY

13-Day Pilgrimage and vacation Tour
Si,872 via TWA
Under the Sponsorship of the Stamford Diocese
of the Ukrainian Catholic Church
Rev. Msgr. Stephen Chomko - Spiritual Director
Mrs. Oksana Bereznycka - Tour Escort

.- -

SEPT.214.
to

E G Y P T - N I L E CRUlSE

OCT.

11-Day Tour 4 Cruise to the land of the Pharaohs

k

Burgos

Salamanca

Lisbon

FAT1MA-L0URDES

8
21

Cairo
Luxor

-

Abu Slmbel

-

Aswan

Si,667

-

Esna

SW1SSA1R

1T1NERAR1ES AND PR1CES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE W1TH0UT PR10R N0T1CE.
FOR MORE 1NF0RMAT10N 8. RESERvATlONS. CONTACT YOUR 1EAD1NG. MOST EXPER1ENCED

UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN TRAVEL AGENCY
Established 1920

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL INC.
157 Second Avenue a New York, N.Y. 10003 m Phone: (212) 254-8779
vera Kowbasniuk-Shumeyko, President
0FF1CE HOURS: Tuesday - Fridays: 9 a.m. -

то:

6 p.m., Mondays: 9 a.m. -

7 p.m.. Saturdays: 9 a.m. -

7 p.m.

(SY 81)

KOBASNIUK TRAVEL I N C .

157 Second Avenue, New York, New York 10003
І am interested in the following 1981 Tour: ^No.Persons

Departing U.S.A. on

„„„„„„„,„„„„„„„„-

Please send me detailed information.

Street
Area Code

City

Zip Code

Tel. No

t—–-^w^ДЯД

Share a good thing—pass The Weekly on to a friend
^ ^ v w ^ m v w w v
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE U K R A I N I A N S OF M A R Y L A N D -

М І І М У П І П М by:

Stephen Basarab. Paul Fenchak. Wolodymyr C Sushkoando'hirs

J 7.75

BOOMERANG - The works of vALENTYN MOROZ by Yaroslav Bihun. introduction by
Dr. Paul L. Gersper
Unbound
J 3.75
Bound
S 5.75
D1SPLACED PERSON - by Marie Halun.Bloch. decorations by Allen Davis . . . . J 7.95
A H1ST0RY OF THE RUSS1AN EMPiRE - volume І by Nicholas L FR.-Chirovsky

S15.00

THE ANARCH1SM OF NESTOR MAKHNO. 1918-1921. An Aspect of the Ukrainian
Revolution Edited by Michael Pali j . 428 pages– hardbound
514.50
SHEvCHENKO'STESTAMENT-byJohnPanchuk

J 4.00

HISTORY OF P U S H K I N S "POLTAVA"– by John p. Pauls

5 2.50

LOOK WHO'S C0M1NG
by William Kurelek

5 9.00

The Wachna Story, by Mary Paiimadis. illustration

HlSTORY'S CARNivAL - A Dissident's Autobiography by Leonid Plyushch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
J14.95

THE UKRA1N1AN ECONOMY - its background, present status aod potentials of
future growth by Nicholas l.Fr.-Chirovsky
і 2.00

ENGLISHUKRAINIAN Dictionary - by M.i.Podvesko.

THE CHORNOvil PAPERS C.Barghoorn

BOUNDARlES OF FUME - A Complete Collection of Poetry - Olena Teliha. Cornpiled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw
5 6.95

by vyacheslav Chornovil. introduction by Frederick
,'.'„ J 8.95

THE VULNERABLE R U S S I A N S - b y Lev E.DobrLansky

s 5.95

UKRA1NE 1N A CHANGiNG WORLD. Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary of the Founding of Ukrainian Quarterly, ed. Walter
Dushnyck. Ph.D.
510.00
SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Gimli Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
S11.00
FOX MYKYTA - lvan Franko. English version by Bohdan Melnyk
illustrated by William Kurelek

S12 95

THE MASTER'S JESU — lvan Franko. translated by Roman Tatchyn
S10.00
ПАНСЬКІ ЖАРТИ - І м и Ф р ш к о . переклад Р о м н и Т и ч и н а ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
THE 1NTERHAT10NAL SAKHAROV HEAR1NG Maria HarasowskaandOrestOlhovych

512.50

П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Поєне виданні поегій Олени Те.ііі н упорвдкуввла й переплела Орнся Прикипів
1N DEFENSE OF THE UKRA1NECAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny

512.95

P011SH ATR0C1T1ES1N UKRA1NE - compiled and edited by Emil Revyuk

І 4.00

"SYMONENKO-ASTUDY 1NSEMANT1CS"bylgorShankovsky

5 8.00

a) CONvERSATlONAl UKRA1N1AN by YarSlavutych. Fourth edition
b) UKRAlNlAN FOR BEGlNNERS by Yar Slavutych. Fifth revised edition

512.50
5 2.75

c) UKRAINIAN I N PICTURES by Yar siavutych

5 2.75

SP1R1TOFUKRA1NE —Ukrainian contributions toworld's culture by D.Snowyd..... 5 2.50
UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1919 in 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw.Peterl.SterchoandNicholasL.F.Chirovsky
J20.O0

Human Rights in'the USSR. ed. by
і 8.95

TRAD1T10NA1 UKRAlNlAN COOKERY - by Savella Sttchishin. (Handling and
postage charges included)

S13.00

HNlZDOvSKY - Woodcuts. 1944-1975 a catalogue raisonne by Abe M. Tahir. Jr

525.00

D1PL0MACY OF DOUBLE MORAUTY Ukraine 1919-1939 by Peter G. Stercho

S15.00

A HtSTORYOF UKRA1NE - by Michael Hroshevsky

S27.50

Europe's Crossroad in Carpatho–

THE USSR vs. DR. H1KHA1L STERN - Soviet "Justice" vs. Human Rights. „
THE UKRA1NE. 1917-1921: A STUDY Ш REvOLUTlON - edited by Taras Hunczak
with the assistance of John T. von der Heide. Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Uk–.
rainian Research institute 1977.424 pages - hard bound
,
515.00

The Ukrainian Herald issue 6. D1SSENT iN UKRA1NE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Usya Jones and Bohdan
Yasen
:
J 6.95
UKRA1N1AN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kmit. Johanna Luciow. loretta luciow

514.95

j 9

И

U K R A I N I A N W O M E N I N T H E SOVIET U N I O N D O C U M E N T E D PERSECUTION. 1975-80

Compiled.by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stefaniuk
and volodymyr Hruszkewycli
5 3.25

A STUDY OF VASYL' STEFANYK: THE PA1N AT THE HEART OF EX1STENCE - by D. S.
Strut with foreword by G . S . N l u c k y j . – bound
І 1-50
GRAN1TE OBEUSKS - by Yasyl Symonenko

l 5.00

UKRA1NE A Brief History by Roman Szporluk
REPORT FROM THE BER1A RESERYE - The protest writing of vALENTYN MOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, ed. and trans, by John Kolasky
5 2.95
THE SHATTERED 1LLUS10N - The History ol Ukrainian Pro Communist Organiza–
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
hard 51500
і - –
soft 5"795

UKRA1N1ANS AND JEWS - articles, testimonies, letters and official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and jews in the past and present.
A SYMPOS1UM-publishedbyUCCA
J5M

TWO YEARS 1N SOviET UKRA1NE - A Canadian's personal account of Russian
oppression and the growing opposition, by John Kolasky
5 3.95

GREGOR KRUK - vorwort von Jean Cassou. Einfuhrung von lsa Bauer. Ukrainische
Freie Univtrsitat.
vol.1
528.50
vol.11
- Ї26.50

UKRAINIANS ABROAD -

COMMUNlCATlON MED1A AND SOviET NATlONALlTY POLlCY - Status of National
Languages in Soviet T.v. Broadcasting, by Wasyiveryha
„
5 2.00

offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

byvolodymyr Kubijovyc

5 3.00

THE SAGA OF UKRA1NE by Myron B. Kuropas
THE AGE OF HER01SM
(handling and postage charges included)

J 4.00

THE UKRAINIANS IN A M E R I C A - b y Myron в. Kuropas

THE1R LAND - An Anthorody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael luchkovich

5 3 50

lvan Franko. POEMS - from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A Manning S 4 50

..:„,.

s 350

S 6 95

BUKOviNlAN 1'KRA1N:ANS - a historical background and their self-determination
,inl918byl.M.Nowosiwsky
5 7 00

CATARACT - by MykhayloOsadchy

,

5 6.00

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by Bohdan Wytwycky
Many Circles of Hill

5 4.95

FOR A BETTER CANADA - by Senator Paul Yuzyk

J 3.00

UKRAINIANS I N PENNSYLVANIA - a contribution to the growth of the commonwealth. - Softbound
t 4.00

'. 5 8.50

HETMAN OF UKRA1NE-ivANMAZEPPA– by Clarence A. Manning

1N THE GERMAN MlllS OF DEATH 1941 1945 by Petrn Mirchul

THE UKRAlNlAN AMER1CAN 1NDEX - The Ukrainian Weekly 1978
by Christine L.Wynar

5 3.00

FATHER AGAP1US HONCHARENKO - First Ukrainian Priest in the United-States by
Theodore Luciw.
510.00

UKRAINE UNDER THE S O V I E T S - b y Clarence A. Manning

5 7.75

: s 4.95

DlE S0WJET1SHE NAT10NAL1TATENP0L1T1C NACH STAllNS TOD (1953 1970) - by
Borys lewytzkyj
J11.00

MODERN UKRA1N1AN SHORT ST0R1ES-ed. by George S N . L u c k y j . .

lvan Franko: K1S THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES - by Nicholas Wacyk

5 3.95

Please select the book or books you wish lo have and send remittance by check or
money order, including postage J l 00 to S3 00 (depending on the number of books)
and a 59ti sales lax for New Jersey residents, to

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street m Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
PSYMENT ACCEPTD 1N U S CURRENCY ONLY

